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1Degrees of Freedom of Generic Block-Fading
MIMO Channels without A Priori
Channel State Information
Gu¨nther Koliander, Student Member, IEEE, Erwin Riegler, Member, IEEE,
Giuseppe Durisi, Senior Member, IEEE, and Franz Hlawatsch, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—We study the high-SNR capacity of generic MIMO
Rayleigh block-fading channels in the noncoherent setting where
neither transmitter nor receiver has a priori channel state
information but both are aware of the channel statistics. In
contrast to the well-established constant block-fading model, we
allow the fading to vary within each block with a temporal
correlation that is “generic” (in the sense used in the interference-
alignment literature). We show that the number of degrees of
freedom of a generic MIMO Rayleigh block-fading channel with
T transmit antennas and block length N is given by T (1−1/N)
provided that T < N and the number of receive antennas is at
least T (N − 1)/(N −T ). A comparison with the constant block-
fading channel (where the fading is constant within each block)
shows that, for large block lengths, generic correlation increases
the number of degrees of freedom by a factor of up to four.
Index Terms—Block-fading channels, capacity pre-log, channel
capacity, channel state information, degrees of freedom, MIMO,
noncoherent communication, OFDM
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of multiple antennas is a well-established method
to increase data rates in wireless systems. A classic result
in information theory states that the throughput achievable
with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems
grows linearly in the number of antennas when perfect channel
state information (CSI) is available at the receiver [1]. In
practice, though, the MIMO data rates are limited by the need
to acquire CSI [2]–[7]. A fundamental way to assess the rate
penalty due to channel estimation (relative to the unrealistic
case where perfect CSI is available) is to study capacity in
the noncoherent setting where neither the transmitter nor the
receiver has a priori CSI but both are aware of the channel
statistics.
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The model most commonly used to capture channel varia-
tions for capacity analyses in the noncoherent MIMO setting
is the Rayleigh-fading constant block-fading channel model
[2], according to which the fading process takes on indepen-
dent realizations across blocks of N channel uses (“block-
memoryless” assumption), and within each block the fading
coefficients stay constant. Thus, the N -dimensional vector
describing the channel between antennas t and r (hereafter
briefly termed “(t, r) channel”) within a block is
hr,t = sr,t1N×1 . (1)
Here, 1N×1 denotes the N -dimensional all-one vector and sr,t,
r ∈ {1, . . . , R}, t ∈ {1, . . . , T}, are independent CN (0, 1)
random variables; T and R denote the number of transmit
and receive antennas, respectively. Unfortunately, even for
this simple channel model, a closed-form expression for the
capacity in the noncoherent setting is unavailable. However, an
accurate characterization exists for high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Specifically, Zheng and Tse [3] proved that the number
of degrees of freedom (i.e., the asymptotic ratio between
capacity and the logarithm of the SNR as the SNR grows
large, also referred to as capacity pre-log) for the constant
block-fading model is given by
χconst = M
(
1− M
N
)
, with M = min
{
T,R,
⌊
N
2
⌋}
. (2)
For the case R + T ≤ N , they also provided a high-SNR
capacity expansion that is accurate up to a o(1) term (i.e.,
a term that vanishes as the SNR grows). This expansion was
recently extended in [8] to the “large-MIMO” setting R+T >
N .
A. Extending the Constant Block-fading Model
One limitation of the constant block-fading model is that it
fails to describe a specific setting where block-fading models
are of interest, namely, cyclic-prefix orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (CP-OFDM) systems [9]. In such sys-
tems, the channel input-output relation is most conveniently
described in the frequency domain: the vector of channel
gains hr,t is equal to the Fourier transform of the discrete-
time impulse response cr,t of the (t, r) channel. The constant
block-fading model here corresponds to the situation where
the impulse response of each (t, r) channel consists of a single
tap, i.e., cr,t =
√
Nsr,t(1 0 · · · 0)T, a situation for which the
use of OFDM is unnecessary.
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2In this paper, we focus on a channel model that allows for
impulse responses with multiple taps. Furthermore, we shall
allow different (t, r) channels to have different correlation
structures. One way to achieve these goals is to model the
channel gains as
hr,t = sr,tzr,t . (3)
Here, the squared magnitude of the inverse Fourier transform
of each deterministic vector zr,t is equal to the power-delay
profile of the corresponding (t, r) channel. To obtain an even
more general system model, we assume that in each block
the correlation is described by Q ≥ 1 independent random
variables according to
hr,t = Zr,tsr,t (4)
where Zr,t ∈ CN×Q with Q ≤ N is a deterministic matrix and
sr,t ∈ CQ contains independent CN (0, 1) entries, which are
also independent across r ∈ {1, . . . , R} and t ∈ {1, . . . , T}.
A similar system model, with the simplifying assumption that
all matrices Zr,t are equal, was analyzed in [4], where a lower
bound on the number of degrees of freedom was derived. This
lower bound is tight only for the single-antenna case [10]–[12].
B. Main Result
Building on our previous work in [13] and [14], we study the
high-SNR capacity of MIMO block-fading channels modeled
according to (4) and show that when the deterministic matrices
Zr,t are generic, the number of degrees of freedom can
be larger than in the constant block-fading case as given
in (2). Coarsely speaking, we can think of generic Zr,t as
being generated from an underlying joint probability density
function.1 We shall refer to (4) with generic Zr,t as generic
block-fading model. Our specific contribution is as follows: we
show that for all matrices Zr,t except for a set of Lebesgue
measure zero, the number of degrees of freedom is given by
χgen = T
(
1− 1
N
)
(5)
provided that T < N/Q and R ≥ T (N − 1)/(N −TQ). We
note that the set corresponding to the case where all matrices
Zr,t are exactly equal has Lebesgue measure zero, and thus
we do not know whether (5) holds for equal Zr,t. Therefore,
this specific case remains an open problem. We also provide
an upper bound and a lower bound on χgen for the case R <
T (N −1)/(N −TQ).
C. Comparison with the Constant Block-fading Model
Let us compare the maximal values of χconst and χgen for
a fixed N , which are obtained for optimal choices of T and
R. For the constant block-fading model (1) with block length
N , it can be easily verified that the number of degrees of
freedom χconst given in (2) is maximized for M = bN/2c.
1We use the term “generic” in the same sense as it is used in the
interference-alignment literature [15].
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Fig. 1. Ratio between the maximal value of χgen (for Q = 1) and the
maximal value of χconst as a function of N , with and without a constraint
on the maximal number of antennas. The shaded areas indicate the regions
of χgen/χconst delimited by the upper bound (??) and lower bound (??) on
χgen.
Fig. 1. Ratio between the maximal value of χgen (for the case Q = 1) and
the maximal value of χconst as a function of N , with and without a constraint
on the maximal number of antennas. The shaded areas indicate the regions
of χgen/χconst delimited by the upper bound (17) and lower bound (26) on
χgen.
Setting T = R = bN/2c to obtain M = bN/2c, we conclude
that the maximal χconst is given by
χconst,max =
⌊
N
2
⌋(
1−
⌊
N
2
⌋
N
)
.
This can be easily shown to be upper-bounded by N/4. For
the generic block-fading model with Q = 1 and T < N , it
follows from (5) that the number of degrees of freedom is
maximized for T = N − 1 and R = (N − 1)2, which results
in
χgen,max =
(N − 1)2
N
.
Fig. 1 shows the ratio between the maximal value of χgen
(for Q = 1) and the maximal value of χconst as a function
of N . Because for the generic block-fading model the optimal
number of receive antennas grows quadratically with N , which
may yield an unreasonably large number of antennas for
practically relevant values of N (e.g., 1000 symbols or more),
in Fig. 1 we also show the ratio between the maximal values
of χgen and χconst under a constraint on the maximal number
of antennas. For the case R < T (N − 1)/(N − T ), which is
relevant in the constrained setting, our upper and lower bounds
on χgen (see (17) and (26) below) do not match. The degrees-
of-freedom region delimited by the two bounds is represented
in Fig. 1 by shaded areas. One can see from Fig. 1 that χgen, max
is about four times χconst, max when N grows large. However,
when the maximal number of transmit and receive antennas is
constrained, the ratio χgen/χconst converges to 1.
We emphasize that the only difference between the channel
models (3) and (1) is that the generic (but deterministic)
vectors zr,t of (3) are replaced by the all-one vector in (1). It
is important to note that the generic vectors zr,t for which (5)
holds include vectors that are arbitrarily close to the all-one
vector. Hence, arbitrarily small perturbations of the constant
block-fading model may result in a significant increase in the
number of degrees of freedom. As we will demonstrate, the
3potential increase in the number of the degrees of freedom
obtained when going from (1) to (3) is due to the fact that,
under the generic block-fading model (3), the received signal
vectors in the absence of noise span a subspace of higher
dimension than under the constant block-fading model (1).
We conclude that the commonly used constant block-fading
model results in largely pessimistic capacity estimates at high
SNR.
D. Proof Techniques
To establish (5), we derive upper and lower bounds on
capacity that match asymptotically (i.e., in terms of degrees
of freedom). A similar approach was recently used in [11] to
establish the degrees of freedom for the single-input multiple-
output (SIMO) case. However, the proof techniques in [11]
cannot be directly applied to the MIMO setting. A key step
in [11] to obtain a tight lower bound on the number of
degrees of freedom for the SIMO setting is to perform a
change of variables using specific one-to-one mappings that
relate the channel gains, the input signals, and the noiseless
output signals. Unfortunately, the corresponding mappings for
the MIMO case are not one-to-one, and hence the change-of-
variable argument used in [11] cannot be applied. To over-
come this problem, we invoke Be´zout’s theorem in algebraic
geometry [16, Prop. B.2.7] and show that these mappings
are at least finite-to-one almost everywhere. We also derive a
bound on the change of differential entropy that occurs when
a random variable undergoes a finite-to-one mapping. Finally,
we use a property of subharmonic functions [17, Th. 2.6.2.1]
to establish that a term appearing in this change of differential
entropy is finite.
E. Notation
Sets are denoted by calligraphic letters (e.g., I), and |I|
denotes the cardinality of the set I. The indicator function of
a set I is denoted by 1I . Sets of sets are denoted by fraktur
letters (e.g., M). The set of natural numbers (including zero)
{0, 1, 2, . . . } is denoted as N. We use the notation [M :N ] to
indicate the set {n ∈ N : M ≤ n ≤ N} for M,N ∈ N.
Boldface uppercase and lowercase letters denote matrices
and vectors, respectively. Sans serif letters denote random
quantities, e.g., A is a random matrix, x is a random vector,
and s is a random scalar (A,x, and s denote the deterministic
counterparts). The superscripts T and H stand for transposition
and Hermitian transposition, respectively. The all-zero vector
or matrix of appropriate size is written as 0, and the M ×M
identity matrix as IM . The entry in the ith row and jth column
of a matrix A is denoted by [A]ji , and the ith entry of a vector
x by [x]i. For an M×N matrix A, we denote by [A]JI , where
I ⊆ [1 :M ] and J ⊆ [1 :N ], the |I| × |J | submatrix of A
containing the entries [A]ji with i∈I and j∈J ; furthermore,
we let [A]I , [A]
[1:N ]
I and [A]
J , [A]J[1:M ]. We denote by
[x]I ∈ C|I| the subvector of x containing the entries [x]i with
i ∈ I. The diagonal matrix with the entries of x in its main
diagonal is denoted by diag(x). We let diag(A1, . . . ,AK) be
the block-diagonal matrix having the matrices A1, . . . ,AK on
the main block diagonal. By |A| we denote the modulus of
the determinant of the square matrix A. For x∈R, we define
bxc , max{m∈Z : m≤x} and dxe , min{m∈Z : m≥x}.
We write E[·] for the expectation operator, and x ∼ CN (0,Σ)
to indicate that x is a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
random vector with covariance matrix Σ. The Jacobian matrix
of a differentiable function φ is written as Jφ. For a function
φ with domain D and a subset D˜ ⊆ D, we denote by φ∣∣D˜
the restriction of φ to the domain D˜. We use the Landau
notation f(ρ) = O(g(ρ)) to indicate that there exist constants
c1, c2 > 0 such that |f(ρ)| ≤ c1 |g(ρ)| for ρ > c2. Similarly,
we use f(ρ) = o(g(ρ)) to indicate that for every ε > 0 there
exists a constant c3 > 0 such that |f(ρ)| ≤ ε |g(ρ)| for ρ > c3.
F. Organization of the Paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system
model is formulated in Section II. In Section III, we present
and discuss our main result on the number of degrees of
freedom of the generic block-fading MIMO channel. An
underlying upper bound is stated and proved in Section IV,
and a corresponding lower bound is given in Section V. In
Section VI and in four appendices, we provide a proof of the
lower bound.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a MIMO channel with T transmit and R
receive antennas. The discrete-time fading process associated
with each transmit-receive antenna pair conforms to a block-
fading model, which results in the following channel input-
output relations within a given block of N channel uses:
yr =
√
ρ
T
∑
t∈[1:T ]
diag(hr,t) xt + wr , r ∈ [1 :R] . (6)
Here, xt ∈ CN is the signal vector originating from the
tth transmit antenna; yr ∈ CN is the signal vector at the
rth receive antenna; hr,t ∼ CN (0,Σr,t) is the vector of N
channel coefficients between the tth transmit antenna and the
rth receive antenna; wr ∼ CN (0, IN ) is the noise vector
at the rth receive antenna; and ρ ∈ R+ is the SNR. The
vectors hr,t and wr are assumed to be mutually independent
and independent across r ∈ [1 : R] and t ∈ [1 : T ], and to
change in an independent fashion from block to block (“block-
memoryless” assumption). The transmitted signal vectors xt
are assumed to be independent of the vectors hr,t and wr.
We consider the noncoherent setting, where transmitter and
receiver know the covariance matrix Σr,t of hr,t but have no
a priori knowledge of the realization of hr,t.
Because the covariance matrix Σr,t is positive-semidefinite,
it can be factorized as
Σr,t = Zr,tZ
H
r,t
with Zr,t ∈ CN×Q and Q = rank(Σr,t) = rank(Zr,t). We
can then rewrite the channel coefficient vectors hr,t in terms
of Zr,t as in (4), i.e.,
hr,t = Zr,tsr,t (7)
4where sr,t ∈ CQ, sr,t ∼ CN (0, IQ). Using (7), the R input-
output relations (6) can be rewritten as
yr =
√
ρ
T
∑
t∈[1:T ]
diag(Zr,tsr,t) xt + wr , r ∈ [1 :R] (8)
or in stacked form as
y =
√
ρ
T
y¯ + w, with y¯ , Bs (9)
where y, (yT1 · · · yTR)T ∈ CRN, w, (wT1 · · ·wTR)T ∈ CRN ,
s , (sT1 · · · sTR)T ∈ CRTQ with sr , (sTr,1 · · · sTr,T )T ∈ CTQ,
and
B ,
B1 . . .
BR
 ∈ CRN×RTQ,
with Br , (X1Zr,1 · · ·XTZr,T ) ∈ CN×TQ (10)
where Xt , diag(xt) ∈ CN×N . For later use, we also define
x , (xT1 · · · xTT )T ∈ CTN and
Z ,
Z1,1 · · · Z1,T... ...
ZR,1 · · · ZR,T
∈ CRN×TQ.
The matrix Z contains all information about the correlation
of the channel coefficients hr,t (recall that Σr,t = Zr,tZHr,t).
We will refer to Z as coloring matrix and use the phrase “for
a generic coloring matrix Z” to indicate that a property holds
for almost every matrix Z. Here, “almost every” is understood
in the precise mathematical sense that the set of all matrices
Z for which the property does not hold has Lebesgue measure
zero.
In the special (nongeneric) case where Q = 1 and each
Zr,t ∈ CN×1 is the all-one vector, (8) reduces to the input-
output relation of the constant block-fading model given by
(cf. (1))
yr =
√
ρ
T
∑
t∈[1:T ]
sr,t xt + wr , r ∈ [1 :R] . (11)
III. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE NUMBER OF DEGREES
OF FREEDOM
A. Main Result
Because of the block-memoryless assumption, the coding
theorem in [18, Section 7.3] implies that the capacity of the
channel (8) is given by
C(ρ) =
1
N
sup I(x ; y) . (12)
Here, I(· ; ·) denotes mutual information [19, p. 251] and the
supremum is taken over all probability distributions of x that
satisfy the average-power constraint
E[‖x‖2] ≤ TN . (13)
The number of degrees of freedom is defined as
χ , lim
ρ→∞
C(ρ)
log ρ
(14)
which corresponds to the expansion
C(ρ) = χ log ρ+ o(log ρ) . (15)
Our main result is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Let T <N/Q and R ≥ T (N−1)/(N−TQ). For
a channel conforming to the generic block-fading model, i.e.,
the channel (8) with generic coloring matrix Z, the number
of degrees of freedom is given by
χgen = T
(
1− 1
N
)
. (16)
Proof: In Section IV, we will show that χgen is upper-
bounded by T (1−1/N) for all choices of T,R,N,Q, and Z.
In Section V, we will show that this upper bound is achievable
when T <N/Q, R ≥ T (N−1)/(N−TQ), and Z is generic
(see Corollary 5).
B. Degrees of Freedom Gain
As discussed in Section I, (16) implies that the maximal
achieveable number of degrees of freedom in the generic
block-fading model can be about four times as large as the
number of degrees of freedom in the constant block-fading
model (2). We will now provide some intuition regarding this
gain. For concreteness, we consider the case T = 2, R =
3, Q= 1, N = 4. In this case, (2) and (16) give χconst = 1 and
χgen = 3/2, respectively.
The number of degrees of freedom characterizes the channel
capacity in a regime where the noise can “effectively” be
ignored. Thus, according to the intuitive argumentation in [12,
Section III], the number of degrees of freedom should be equal
to the number of entries of x ∈C8 that can be deduced from
the corresponding received vector y ∈ C12 in the absence of
noise, divided by the block length N= 4.
In the constant block-fading model (11), the noiseless
received vectors y¯r = sr,1x1 + sr,2x2, r = 1, 2, 3 belong to
the two-dimensional subspace spanned by {x1, x2}. Hence,
the received vectors y¯1, y¯2, y¯3 are linearly dependent, and two
of them contain all the information available about x. From
two of the received vectors, we obtain 2 · 4 scalar equations
in 8 + 4 scalar variables (x, s1,1, s1,2, s2,1, s2,2). Since we do
not have control of the variables sr,t, one way to reconstruct
x is to fix four of its entries (or, equivalently, to transmit four
pilot symbols) to obtain eight equations in eight variables. By
solving this system of equations, we obtain the remaining four
entries of x. Hence, we can deduce four entries of x from y¯. We
conclude that the number of degrees of freedom is 4/4 = 1,
which is in agreement with (2).
In the generic block-fading model (8), on the other hand,
the received vectors without noise
y¯r = diag(Zr,1sr,1)x1 + diag(Zr,2sr,2)x2, r= 1, 2, 3
span a three-dimensional subspace almost surely. Hence,
we obtain a system of 3 · 4 equations in 8 + 6 variables
(x, s1,1, s1,2, s2,1, s2,2, s3,1, s3,2). Fixing two entries of x, we
are able to recover the remaining six entries. Hence, the
number of degrees of freedom is 6/4 = 3/2, which is in
agreement with (16).
5This argument suggests that the reason why the generic
block-fading model yields a larger number of degrees of
freedom than the constant block-fading model is that the
noiseless received vectors span a subspace of CN of higher
dimension.
IV. UPPER BOUND
The following upper bound on the number of degrees of
freedom of the channel (8) holds for every T , R, Q, N , and Z.
The assumption of a generic coloring matrix Z is not required.
Theorem 2: The number of degrees of freedom of the
channel (8) satisfies
χgen ≤ T
(
1− 1
N
)
. (17)
Proof: We will show that the number of degrees of
freedom is upper-bounded by T times the number of degrees
of freedom of a constant block-fading SIMO channel; the
result then follows from (2). To this end, we will rewrite each
output vector yr as the sum of the output vectors of T SIMO
systems with RQ receive antennas each. This will be achieved
by splitting the additive noise variables appropriately.
From (8), the ith entry of the received vector yr is given
by
[yr]i =
√
ρ
T
∑
t∈[1:T ]
∑
q∈[1:Q]
[Zr,t]
q
i [sr,t]q [xt]i + [wr]i (18)
for r ∈ [1 : R]. We first decompose the noise variables
according to
[wr]i =
∑
t∈[1:T ]
∑
q∈[1:Q]
[Zr,t]
q
i√
KT
[w˜q,r,t]i + [w
′
r]i . (19)
Here, all [w˜q,r,t]i and [w
′
r]i are mutually independent and inde-
pendent of all xt and sr,t. Furthermore, [w˜q,r,t]i ∼ CN (0, 1),
[w′r]i ∼ CN
(
0, 1−
∑
t∈[1:T ]
∑
q∈[1:Q]
|[Zr,t]qi |2
KT
)
,
and K is a finite constant satisfying2
K > max
r∈[1:R], i∈[1:N ]
∑
t∈[1:T ]
∑
q∈[1:Q]
|[Zr,t]qi |2 .
We next define T “virtual” constant block-fading SIMO chan-
nels with RQ receive antennas each:
[y˜q,r,t]i =
√
Kρ [sr,t]q [xt]i + [w˜q,r,t]i ,
i∈ [1 :N ], r∈ [1 :R], q ∈ [1 :Q] (20)
for t ∈ [1 : T ]. Inserting (19) into (18) and using (20), it can
be verified that (18) can be rewritten as
[yr]i =
1√
KT
∑
t∈[1:T ]
∑
q∈[1:Q]
[Zr,t]
q
i [y˜q,r,t]i + [w
′
r]i . (21)
2This condition on K is required to ensure that the variance of all random
variables [w′r]i is positive.
Let y˜t , (y˜T1,1,t · · · y˜TQ,R,t)T ∈ CQRN. By (21), the ran-
dom variable y depends on x only via the random vari-
ables {y˜t}t∈[1:T ]. Hence, the data-processing inequality [18,
eq. (2.3.19)] yields
I(x ; y) ≤ I(x ; y˜1, . . . , y˜T ) . (22)
The right-hand side of (22) can be upper-bounded as follows:
I(x ; y˜1, . . . , y˜T ) = h(y˜1, . . . , y˜T ) − h(y˜1, . . . , y˜T |x)
(a)
= h(y˜1, . . . , y˜T ) −
∑
t∈[1:T ]
h(y˜t|xt)
(b)
≤
∑
t∈[1:T ]
[
h(y˜t)− h(y˜t|xt)
]
=
∑
t∈[1:T ]
I(xt ; y˜t) . (23)
Here, h(·) denotes differential entropy [19, Ch. 8], (a) holds
because y˜1, . . . , y˜T are conditionally independent given x,
and (b) follows from the chain rule for differential entropy
[19, Th. 8.6.2] and because conditioning does not increase
differential entropy. Since (by assumption) the input vector x
satisfies the power constraint (13), we conclude that, trivially,
also each subvector xt satisfies the individual power constraint
E[‖xt‖2] ≤ TN . Thus, the SNR (i.e., the expected power of
the noiseless received signal divided by the noise power) of
each “virtual” constant block-fading SIMO channel (20) is
given by
E[‖√Kρ [sr,t]qxt‖2]
E[‖w˜q,r,t‖2] =
KρE[|[sr,t]q|2]E[‖xt‖2]
E[‖w˜q,r,t‖2]
≤ KρTN
N
= TKρ .
By (2) and (15), the capacity of a constant block-fading SIMO
channel of SNR TKρ is of the form3 (1− 1/N) log(TKρ) +
o(log ρ). Since, by (12), the capacity is the supremum of the
mutual information divided by the block length, we can upper-
bound each mutual information I(xt ; y˜t), t ∈ [1 : T ] by N
times the capacity. This results in
I(xt ; y˜t) ≤ N
((
1− 1
N
)
log(TKρ) + o(log ρ)
)
= (N − 1) log(TKρ) + o(log ρ) .
Hence, continuing (22) and (23), we obtain
I(x ; y) ≤
∑
t∈[1:T ]
I(xt ; y˜t)
≤ T (N −1) log(TKρ) + o(log ρ)
(a)
= T (N −1) log ρ + o(log ρ) (24)
where (a) holds because log(TKρ) = log ρ + log(TK).
Thus, the mutual information I(x; y) with x satisfying the
3Since the number of transmit antennas is one for a SIMO channel, we
have M = 1 in (2).
6power constraint (13) is upper-bounded by (24). Inserting (24)
into (12) yields
C(ρ) ≤ T N−1
N
log ρ + o(log ρ)
from which (17) follows via (14).
V. LOWER BOUND
We first derive a lower bound on χgen assuming that
T˜ ≤ min{T,R} transmit antennas are effectively used (i.e.,
xT˜+1, . . . , xT are set to zero). Then we maximize the lower
bound by identifying the optimal number T˜ of transmit anten-
nas to use.
Proposition 3: The number of degrees of freedom of the
channel (8) for a generic coloring matrix Z is lower-bounded
by
χgen ≥ χlow(T˜ ) , min
{
T˜
(
1− 1
N
)
, R
(
1− T˜Q
N
)}
(25)
for all T˜ ≤ min{T,R}.
Proof: See Section VI.
The minimum in (25) is given by χlow(T˜ ) = T˜ (1 − 1/N)
when the number R of receive antennas is large enough (i.e.,
R ≥ T˜ (N − 1)/(N − T˜Q)). In contrast, χlow(T˜ ) = R(1 −
T˜Q/N) when the number of degrees of freedom is constrained
by the limited number of receive antennas (i.e., R < T˜ (N −
1)/(N − T˜Q)).
The main result of this section is stated in the following
theorem.
Theorem 4: The number of degrees of freedom of the
channel (8) for a generic coloring matrix Z is lower-bounded
by
χgen ≥ χ∗low , max
T˜≤min{T,R}
χlow(T˜ )
=
T
(
1− 1
N
)
, if T ≤ Topt
η, if T > Topt
(26)
where
Topt ,
RN
N +RQ− 1 (27)
and
η , max
{
R
(
1− dTopteQ
N
)
, bToptc
(
1− 1
N
)}
. (28)
Proof: The idea behind the bound χ∗low in (26) is to
obtain the tightest (i.e., largest) of the lower bounds χlow(T˜ )
in (25) for T transmit antennas by maximizing χlow(T˜ ) with
respect to the number of effectively used transmit antennas
T˜ ≤ min{T,R}. According to (25), χlow(T˜ ) is the minimum
of two quantities where the first, T˜ (1−1/N), is monotonically
increasing in T˜ and the second, R(1− T˜Q/N), is monotoni-
cally decreasing in T˜. Hence, χlow(T˜ ) attains its maximum at
the intersection point Topt defined in (27). If T ≤ Topt, we are
for all T˜ ≤ min{T,R} in the regime where χlow(T˜ ) is mono-
tonically increasing, and thus the best choice is to use T˜ = T
transmit antennas (note that because T ≤ Topt
(27)
≤ RN/N = R,
the choice T˜ = T in Proposition 3 is possible). Thus, in
this case we have χ∗low = χlow(T ) = T (1 − 1/N), which
yields the first case in (26). If T > Topt, we would like to
use Topt transmit antennas, but we have to take into account
that Topt may be noninteger. Thus, we take the maximum
of the bounds χlow(T˜ ) resulting from the closest integers,
χlow(bToptc) and χlow(dTopte), which yields η in (28). This
concludes the proof.
Remark 1: For N ≥ 2, the optimal number of transmit
antennas Topt is upper-bounded as follows:
Topt <
N
Q
. (29)
In fact, Topt = RN/(N +RQ− 1) < RN/(RQ) = N/Q.
Remark 2: For N =Q ≥ 2, we have by (29) that Topt < 1.
Hence, T > Topt and thus, by (26) and (28), χ∗low = η =
max
{
R(1 − Q/N), 0} = 0. Similarly, we obtain for N = 1
that χlow(T˜ ) ≤ 0 for all T˜ , which yields χ∗low ≤ 0. Hence, our
lower bound χ∗low is trivial. In these scenarios, the capacity
grows double-logarithmically in the SNR ρ [20], [21].
Remark 3: The lower bound χ∗low in (26) can be equivalently
expressed as
χ∗low = min
{
T
(
1− 1
N
)
, η
}
.
Corollary 5: Let N ≥ 2. For the lower bound χ∗low in
Theorem 4, the following properties hold:
(i) For T ≥ N/Q, we have T > Topt and χ∗low = η.
(ii) For T < N/Q and R ≥ T (N − 1)/(N − TQ), we have
T ≤ Topt and χ∗low = T (1− 1/N).
(iii) For T < N/Q and R < T (N − 1)/(N − TQ), we have
T > Topt and χ∗low = η.
(iv) For fixed N and Q, χ∗low attains its maximal value for T =
b(N − 1)/Qc transmit antennas and R = d(N − 1)2/Qe
receive antennas; this maximal value of χ∗low equals b(N−
1)/Qc(1− 1/N).
Proof: By (29), the inequality T ≥ N/Q implies T > Topt,
from which Property (i) follows by (26). For T < N/Q, the
following equivalence holds:
T ≤ Topt (27)= RN
N +RQ− 1 ⇔ T
N − 1
N − TQ ≤ R .
Thus, the conditions in Properties (ii) and (iii) imply T ≤ Topt
and T > Topt, respectively, and the expressions of χ∗low given
in Properties (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from the case
distinction in (26).
To prove Property (iv), we first show that χ∗low ≤ b(N −
1)/Qc(1−1/N) for arbitrary T and R. Subsequently, we will
show that this upper bound is achievable for the proposed
number of antennas. We first note that for each T˜ ≤ N/Q, the
lower bound χlow(T˜ ) in (25) is monotonically nondecreasing
in R. Furthermore, for T˜ > N/Q, χlow(T˜ ) is negative and
can be ignored in the maximization process, i.e., we have
χ∗low = maxT˜≤min{T,R,N/Q} χlow(T˜ ). This implies that χ
∗
low
is—as a maximum of nondecreasing functions—also mono-
tonically nondecreasing in R. Hence, to obtain an upper bound
7on χ∗low, we can assume R arbitrarily large without loss of
generality. We choose R > (N − 1)2/Q. Simple algebraic
manipulations yield the equivalence
R >
(N − 1)2
Q
⇔ Topt = RN
N +RQ− 1 >
N − 1
Q
.
(30)
This implies dTopteQ > N −1 and further, because both sides
of this strict inequality are integers, that dTopteQ ≥ N . Thus,
the first argument of the maximum defining η in (28) satisfies
R
(
1− dTopteQ
N
)
≤ R(1− 1) = 0
and, hence, η reduces to η = bToptc(1 − 1/N). By (26), we
have that χ∗low is either equal to T (1−1/N) (for T ≤ Topt) or
equal to η = bToptc(1−1/N) (for T > Topt). In both cases we
have χ∗low ≤ bToptc(1 − 1/N). Since bToptc ≤ b(N − 1)/Qc
by4 (29), this implies χ∗low ≤ b(N − 1)/Qc(1− 1/N).
It remains to be shown that this upper bound is achievable.
For R = d(N − 1)2/Qe ≥ (N − 1)2/Q, we obtain (see (30)
with “>” replaced by “≥”) that Topt ≥ (N−1)/Q. Hence, for
T = b(N − 1)/Qc ≤ Topt, the lower bound (26) simplifies to
χ∗low = T (1−1/N) = b(N−1)/Qc(1−1/N). Thus, we have
shown that χ∗low is maximized for T = b(N −1)/Qc and R =
d(N−1)2/Qe and its maximum equals b(N−1)/Qc(1−1/N).
Remark 4: Property (ii) in Corollary 5 shows that for a fixed
T < N/Q, we can achieve χ∗low = T (1− 1/N) by using a
sufficiently large number of receive antennas R. This coincides
with the upper bound presented in Section IV. Thus, in this
regime, the number of degrees of freedom grows linearly in
the number of transmit antennas.
VI. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
In this section, we establish the lower bound (25). For N ≤
T˜Q, the inequality in (25) is trivially true, because in this case
R(1− T˜Q/N) ≤ 0 and hence χlow ≤ 0. Therefore, we focus
on the case
N > T˜Q
which will thus be assumed in the remainder of this section.
Furthermore, recall that we assumed in Proposition 3 that
T˜ ≤ min{T,R}. Thus, setting xT˜+1, . . . , xT to zero, we can
replace T by T˜ in the input-output relation (9) and the power
constraint (13). Finally, we shall assume that
R ≤
⌈
T˜ (N − 1)
N − T˜Q
⌉
.
If more receive antennas are available, we simply turn them
off. The following dimension counting argument provides
some intuition on why the use of more than dT˜ (N −1)/(N −
T˜Q)e receive antennas is not beneficial.
4By (29), bToptc < N/Q and thus QbToptc < N . Since both sides of
this strict inequality are integers, we have QbToptc ≤ N − 1 and hence
bToptc ≤ (N − 1)/Q, which in turn implies bToptc ≤ b(N − 1)/Qc.
A. Dimension Counting
The noiseless received vector y¯ = Bs ∈ CRN in (9) corre-
sponds to RN polynomial equations. The unknown variables
of these equations are the entries of the vectors sr,t ∈ CQ,
r ∈ [1 : R], t ∈ [1 : T˜ ] (RT˜Q unknown variables) and of
the transmitted signal vectors xt ∈ CN , t ∈ [1 : T˜ ] (T˜N
unknown variables). Consider now a pair (xt, sr,t), consisting
of a transmitted signal vector xt and a fading vector sr,t that
is a solution of y¯ = Bs. Then the pair (ctxt, sr,t/ct), where ct
is an arbitrary nonzero constant, is also a solution of y¯ = Bs.
This implies that each xt can be recovered from y¯ only up to
a scaling factor. To resolve this ambiguity, we fix one entry
in each xt. Hence, the total number of unknown variables
becomes RT˜Q+ T˜N− T˜ . As long as the number of equations
is larger than or equal to the number of unknown variables,
i.e., RN ≥ RT˜Q+T˜N−T˜ , we are able to recover5 the N−1
unknown entries of each xt. The above condition is equivalent
to R ≥ T˜ (N − 1)/(N − T˜Q). Hence, it is reasonable to
consider only the case R ≤ dT˜ (N − 1)/(N − T˜Q)e, as the
received vectors resulting from the use of additional receive
antennas would not help us gain more information about the
transmit vectors {xt}t∈[1:T˜ ].
B. Bounding I(x ; y)
By (12), the capacity C(ρ) and, hence, χgen (cf. (14))
can be lower-bounded by evaluating I(x ; y) for any specific
input distribution that satisfies the power constraint (13). In
particular, in what follows, we will assume x ∼ CN (0, IT˜N ).
Thus,
C(ρ) ≥ 1
N
I(x ; y) . (31)
As
I(x ; y) = h(y)− h(y |x) (32)
we can lower-bound I(x ; y) by upper-bounding h(y |x) and
lower-bounding h(y).
1) Upper Bound on h(y|x): It follows from (9) and (10)
together with sr,t ∼ CN (0, IQ) and wr ∼ CN (0, IN ) that y
is conditionally Gaussian given x, with conditional covariance
matrix (ρ/T˜ )BBH + IRN (note that B = B(x)). Hence,
h(y |x) = Ex
[
log
(
(pie)RN
∣∣∣∣ ρ
T˜
BBH + IRN
∣∣∣∣)]
according to [22, Th. 2]. By [23, Th. 1.3.20],
∣∣(ρ/T˜ )BBH +
IRN
∣∣ = ∣∣(ρ/T˜ )BHB+IRT˜Q∣∣. Furthermore, assuming without
loss of generality that ρ >1 (note that we are only interested
in the asymptotic regime ρ → ∞), we have ∣∣(ρ/T˜ )BHB +
IRT˜Q
∣∣ ≤ ∣∣ρ((1/T˜ )BHB + IRT˜Q)∣∣ = ρRT˜Q∣∣(1/T˜ )BHB +
IRT˜Q
∣∣. Thus,
h(y |x) ≤ Ex
[
log
(
(pie)RNρRT˜Q
∣∣∣∣ 1
T˜
BHB + IRT˜Q
∣∣∣∣)]
5Strictly speaking, this argument is true for linear equations. In our case,
because we have polynomial rather than linear equations, we obtain in general
a finite number of solutions for the variables x and not a unique solution, as
will be discussed further in Section VI-C.
8= RT˜Q log ρ+ Ex
[
log
∣∣∣∣ 1
T˜
BHB + IRT˜Q
∣∣∣∣]+O(1).
(33)
By using Jensen’s inequality for the concave function log(·),
we obtain
Ex
[
log
∣∣∣∣ 1
T˜
BHB + IRT˜Q
∣∣∣∣] ≤ logEx[∣∣∣∣ 1
T˜
BHB + IRT˜Q
∣∣∣∣] .
(34)
The right-hand side in (34) is independent of ρ and the deter-
minant
∣∣(1/T˜ )BHB+ IRT˜Q∣∣ is some polynomial in the entries
of x and xH (cf. (10)). Since x ∼ CN (0, IT˜N ), all moments of
x, and, hence, the expectation Ex
[∣∣(1/T˜ )BHB+ IRT˜Q∣∣], are
finite. Therefore, the right-hand side in (34) is a finite constant
with respect to ρ. Hence, (33) together with (34) implies
h(y |x) ≤ RT˜Q log ρ+ O(1) . (35)
2) Lower Bound on h(y): The dimension counting argu-
ment provided in Section VI-A suggests that R ≤ dT˜ (N −
1)/(N − T˜Q)e receive antennas are sufficient to identify
all unknown input parameters. By comparing more carefully
the number of equations RN and the number of variables
RT˜Q+ T˜N − T˜ , we see that we can get rid of
` , max{0, RN − (RT˜Q+ T˜N − T˜ )} (36)
equations. Since we assumed that R ≤ dT˜ (N−1)/(N−T˜Q)e
and N > T˜Q, we have that
` = max{0, R(N − T˜Q)− T˜ (N − 1)}
≤ max
{
0,
⌈
T˜ (N − 1)
N − T˜Q
⌉
(N − T˜Q)− T˜ (N − 1)
}
= max
{
0,
(⌈
T˜ (N − 1)
N − T˜Q
⌉
− T˜ (N − 1)
N − T˜Q
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
(N − T˜Q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0
}
=
(⌈
T˜ (N − 1)
N − T˜Q
⌉
− T˜ (N − 1)
N − T˜Q
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
<1
(N − T˜Q)
< N − T˜Q . (37)
Thus, we can make the number of equations equal to the
number of unknown variables by removing at most N−T˜Q−1
equations. To do so, it is convenient to separate the RN
received variables into a “useful” part, which we denote by
[y]I with
6
I , [1 : RN − `] (38)
and a “redundant” part [y]J with J , [1 : RN ] \I = [RN −
` + 1 : RN ]. Note that in the case ` = 0, i.e., when the
number of equations does not exceed the number of unknown
variables, we have [y]I = y and the redundant part [y]J is
empty.
We can now lower-bound h(y) as follows:
h(y) = h([y]I , [y]J )
6It is convenient to choose I this way, but other choices may also be
possible.
(a)
= h([y]I) + h
(
[y]J
∣∣ [y]I)
(b)
≥ h
(√
ρ
T˜
[y¯]I + [w]I
∣∣∣∣ [w]I)+ h([y]J ∣∣s, x, [y]I)
(c)
= h
(√
ρ
T˜
[y¯]I
)
+O(1)
(d)
= log
(√
ρ
T˜
)2(RN−`)
+ h([y¯]I) +O(1)
= (RN − `) log ρ+ h([y¯]I) +O(1) . (39)
Here, (a) follows from the chain rule for differential entropy,
in (b) we used (9) and the fact that conditioning reduces differ-
ential entropy, (c) holds since h
(
[y]J
∣∣s, x, [y]I) = h([w]J ) is
a finite constant, and (d) holds by the transformation property
of differential entropy [19, eq. (8.71)]. Using (35) and (39)
in (32), we obtain
I(x ; y) ≥ (RN − `−RT˜Q) log ρ+ h([y¯]I) + O(1)
(36)
=
(
RN −max{0, RN − (RT˜Q+ T˜N − T˜ )}
−RT˜Q
)
log ρ+ h([y¯]I) + O(1)
= min{RN −RT˜Q, T˜N − T˜} log ρ
+ h([y¯]I) + O(1) . (40)
The degrees of freedom lower bound (25) follows by insert-
ing (40) into (31):
C(ρ) ≥ 1
N
I(x; y)
≥ min
{
R
(
1− T˜Q
N
)
, T˜
(
1− 1
N
)}
log ρ
+
1
N
h([y¯]I) + O(1)
whence, by (14) and because h([y¯]I) does not depend on ρ,
χgen ≥ lim
ρ→∞
min
{
R
(
1− T˜QN
)
, T˜
(
1− 1N
)}
log ρ+O(1)
log ρ
= min
{
R
(
1− T˜Q
N
)
, T˜
(
1− 1
N
)}
provided that h([y¯]I)>−∞. To conclude the proof, we will
next show that h([y¯]I) > −∞ for a generic coloring matrix
Z. This is the most technical part of the proof.
C. Proof that h([y¯]I)>−∞
As [y¯]I is a function of s and x (see (9) and (10)), the
idea behind our proof is to relate h([y¯]I), which we are not
able to calculate directly, to h(s, x), which can be calculated
trivially. The underlying intuition is that the image of a random
variable of finite differential entropy, such as (s, x), under a
“well-behaved” mapping, such as (s, x) 7→ [y¯]I , cannot have
an infinite differential entropy. At the heart of the proof is the
bounding of differential entropy under finite-to-one mappings,
to be established in Lemma 8 below.
We first need to characterize the mapping between (s, x) and
[y¯]I . To equalize the dimensions—note that [y¯]I ∈ C|I| and
(sT xT)T ∈ CRT˜Q+T˜N—we condition on RT˜Q + T˜N − |I|
9entries of x, which we denote by [x]P (hence, |P| = RT˜Q+
T˜N − |I|). This results in
h([y¯]I) ≥ h([y¯]I | [x]P) . (41)
We shall denote by [x]D the remaining entries of x, i.e., D ,
[1 : T˜N ] \ P . Note that |D|+ |P| = T˜N and thus
|I| = RT˜Q+ |D| . (42)
One can think of [x]P as pilot symbols and of [x]D as data
symbols. The set P will be defined in Appendix A.B. At this
point, we are only concerned with its size, which is equal to
|P| = RT˜Q+ T˜N − |I| . (43)
Because of (41), it suffices to show that
h([y¯]I
∣∣ [x]P) > −∞ .
This will be done by relating h([y¯]I
∣∣ [x]P) to h(s, [x]D). Be-
fore doing so, we have to understand the connection between
the variables [y¯]I and (s, [x]D). This leads us to the following
program:
(i) Define the polynomial mapping φ[x]P relating (s, [x]D)
and [y¯]I .
(ii) Prove that φ[x]P satisfies the following two properties:
a) Its Jacobian matrix is nonsingular almost everywhere
(a.e.) for almost all (a.a.) [x]P .
b) It is finite-to-one7 a.e. for a.a. [x]P .
(iii) Apply a novel result on the change in differential entropy
that occurs when a random variable undergoes a finite-
to-one mapping to relate h([y¯]I
∣∣ [x]P) to h(s, [x]D).
(iv) Bound the terms resulting from this change in differential
entropy.
Step (i):
We consider the [x]P -parametrized mapping
φ[x]P : C
RT˜Q+|D| → C|I|; (s, [x]D) 7→ [y¯]I (44)
in which y¯ is defined in (9) and (10), i.e.,
y¯ = Bs, with B =
B1 . . .
BR
 (45)
where
Br= (X1Zr,1 · · ·XT˜Zr,T˜ ), with Xt= diag(xt). (46)
We see from (45) and (46) that the components of the vector-
valued mapping φ[x]P are multivariate polynomials of degree
2 in the entries of s and [x]P . The Jacobian matrix Jφ[x]P of
φ[x]P is equal to
Jφ[x]P
(s, [x]D) =
[(
B [A]D
)]
I ∈ C|I|×|I|,
with A =
A1,1 · · · A1,T˜... ...
AR,1 · · · AR,T˜
 ∈ CRN×T˜N (47)
7A mapping is called finite-to-one if every element in the codomain has a
preimage of finite cardinality.
where
Ar,t , diag(ar,t), t ∈ [1 : T˜ ] , r ∈ [1 :R] ,
with ar,t , Zr,tsr,t (48)
and where in (47) we used that |I| = RT˜Q+ |D| (see (42)).
Note that we did not take derivatives with respect to [x]P ,
since the entries of [x]P are treated as fixed parameters.
Step (ii-a):
We have to show that Jφ[x]P is nonsingular (i.e., |Jφ[x]P | 6=
0) a.e. for a.a. [x]P and a generic coloring matrix Z. The
determinant of Jφ[x]P is a polynomial p(Z, s,x) (i.e., a
polynomial in all the entries of Z, s, [x]D, and [x]P ). We
will show that p(Z, s,x) does not vanish at a specific point
(Z˜, s˜, x˜), i.e., p(Z˜, s˜, x˜) 6= 0. This implies that p(Z, s˜, x˜)
(as a function of Z, for fixed s˜ and x˜) is not identically zero.
Since a polynomial vanishes either identically or on a set of
measure zero[24, Cor. 10], we conclude that p(Z, s˜, x˜) 6= 0 for
Z ∈ Z , where Z is a set with a complement of measure zero.
Using the same argument, we find that, for a fixed Z ∈ Z ,
the function p(Z, s,x) does not vanish a.e. (as a function of
(s,x)). Hence, |Jφ[x]P (s, [x]D)| 6= 0 for a.a. (s, [x]D, [x]P)
and all Z ∈ Z . In other words, for a generic coloring matrix
Z, the matrix Jφ[x]P is nonsingular a.e. for a.a. [x]P .
It remains to find the point (Z˜, s˜, x˜), i.e., a specific point
(Z˜, s˜, x˜) such that p(Z˜, s˜, x˜) 6= 0. This, in turn, requires to
find a specific set P . This is done in the proof of the following
lemma.
Lemma 6: Let R ≥ T˜ , N > T˜Q, and R ≤ dT˜ (N−1)/(N−
T˜Q)e. Then there exists a triple (Z, s,x) and a choice of P
for which the determinant of the Jacobian matrix Jφ[x]P in (47)
is nonzero.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Step (ii-b):
We will invoke Be´zout’s theorem [16, Prop. B.2.7] to
show that the mapping φ[x]P is finite-to-one a.e. for a.a.
[x]P . In what follows, note that for a given [y¯]I in the
codomain of φ[x]P , the quantity φ
−1
[x]P
([y¯]I) is the preimage
φ−1[x]P ([y¯]I) = {(s, [x]D) : φ[x]P (s, [x]D) = [y¯]I} and not the
function value of the inverse function (which does not even
exist in most cases). Furthermore, for a given [x]P , we denote
by M˜ ⊆ C|I| the set of all (s, [x]D) for which Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)
is nonsingular, i.e.,
M˜ , {(s, [x]D) ∈ CRT˜Q+ |D| : |Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)| 6= 0} .
Lemma 7: For a given [x]P , let M˜ be defined as above.
Then for all [y¯]I ∈ φ[x]P (M˜),∣∣φ−1[x]P ([y¯]I) ∩ M˜∣∣ ≤ m˜ , 2RT˜Q+ |D| .
Proof: Let [y¯]I ∈ φ[x]P(M˜). The set φ−1[x]P ([y¯]I) contains
all points (s, [x]D) such that φ[x]P (s, [x]D) = [y¯]I . Thus,
these points are the zeros of the vector-valued mapping
(s, [x]D) 7→ φ[x]P (s, [x]D)− [y¯]I . (49)
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It follows from (44)–(46) that each component of the vector-
valued mapping (49) is a polynomial of degree 2. Hence, the
zeros of the mapping (49) are the common zeros of |I| =
RT˜Q + |D| polynomials of degree 2. By a weak version of
Be´zout’s theorem [16, Prop. B.2.7], the number of isolated
zeros (i.e., with no other zeros in some neighborhood) cannot
exceed m˜ = 2RT˜Q+ |D|. Since Jφ[x]P is nonsingular on M˜,
the function φ[x]P restricted to M˜ is locally one-to-one [25,
Th. 9.24] and, hence, each zero of φ[x]P−[y¯]I on M˜ has to be
an isolated zero. Therefore, the number of points (s, [x]D) ∈
M˜ such that φ[x]P (s, [x]D) = [y¯]I cannot exceed m˜.
By Lemma 7, the function φ[x]P for a given [x]P is
finite-to-one on the set M˜. Because by Step (ii-a) the matrix
Jφ[x]P
(s, [x]D) is nonsingular a.e. for a.a. [x]P , and because
M˜ ⊆ C|I| is the set of all (s, [x]D) for which Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)
is nonsingular, we conclude that φ[x]P is finite-to-one a.e. for
a.a. [x]P .
Step (iii):
We will use the following novel result bounding the change
in differential entropy that occurs when a random variable
undergoes a finite-to-one mapping.
Lemma 8: Let u ∈ Cn be a random vector with probability
density function fu. Consider a continuously differentiable
mapping κ : Cn→ Cn with Jacobian matrix Jκ. Assume that
Jκ is nonsingular a.e. and let M , {u ∈ Cn : |Jκ(u)| 6= 0}
(thus, Cn \M has Lebesgue measure zero). Furthermore, let
v , κ(u), and assume that for all v ∈ Cn, the cardinality of
the set κ−1(v) ∩M satisfies |κ−1(v) ∩M| ≤ m < ∞, for
some m ∈ N (i.e., κ∣∣M is finite-to-one). Then:
(I) There exist disjoint measurable sets {Uk}k∈[1:m] such
that κ
∣∣
Uk is one-to-one for each k ∈ [1 : m] and
⋃
k∈[1:m] Uk
covers almost all of M.
(II) For every choice of such sets {Uk}k∈[1:m],
h(v) ≥ h(u) +
∫
Cn
fu(u) log(|Jκ(u)|2) du−H(k) (50)
where k is a discrete random variable that takes on the value
k when u ∈ Uk and H denotes entropy.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Since by Step (ii-b) the mapping φ[x]P
∣∣
M˜ is finite-to-one for
a.a. [x]P , we can use Lemma 8 with u = (s, [x]D), κ = φ[x]P ,
n = RT˜Q+ |D|, m = m˜, and M = M˜ and obtain
h
(
φ[x]P (s, [x]D)
)
≥ h(s, [x]D) +
∫
CRT˜Q+|D|
fs,[x]D (s, [x]D)
× log(|Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)|2)d(s, [x]D)−H(k[x]P ) (51)
where k[x]P corresponds to the random variable k from
Lemma 8 (since κ = φ[x]P , we have a different k for
each [x]P ). Because of [y¯]I = φ[x]P (s, [x]D), we have
h
(
[y¯]I
∣∣ [x]P=[x]P) = h(φ[x]P (s, [x]D)). Thus, (51) entails
h
(
[y¯]I
∣∣ [x]P)
= E[x]P
[
h
(
φ[x]P (s, [x]D)
)]
≥ h(s, [x]D) + E[x]P
[∫
CRT˜Q+|D|
fs,[x]D (s, [x]D)
× log(∣∣Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)∣∣2)d(s, [x]D)−H(k[x]P )
]
. (52)
Step (iv):
We show now that the right-hand side of (52) is low-
er-bounded by a finite constant. The differential entropy
h(s, [x]D) is the differential entropy of a standard multivariate
Gaussian random vector and thus a finite constant. The en-
tropy H
(
k[x]P
)
for a.a. [x]P does not exceed log(m˜), where
m˜ = 2RT˜Q+|D|. Hence, it remains to lower-bound
E[x]P
[ ∫
CRT˜Q+|D|
fs,[x]D (s, [x]D)
× log(|Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)|2)d(s, [x]D)
]
=
∫
C|P|
∫
CRT˜Q+|D|
f[x]P ([x]P) fs,[x]D (s, [x]D)
× log(|Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)|2)d(s, [x]D) d[x]P
(a)
=
∫
CRT˜Q+T˜N
fs,x(s,x) log
(|Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)|2)d(s,x) (53)
where (a) holds because (s, [x]D) and [x]P are independent.
A similar problem was recently solved in [12] using Hiron-
aka’s theorem on the resolution of singularities. Here, we
take a much simpler approach, which relies on the fact that
det
(
Jφ[x]P
)
in (53) is an analytic function [26, Ch. 10] that
does not vanish identically, and on a property of subharmonic
functions8 (see [17, Th. 2.6.2.1]).
Lemma 9: Let f be an analytic function on Cn that is not
identically zero. Then
I1 ,
∫
Cn
exp(−‖ξ‖2) log(|f(ξ)|) dξ > −∞ . (54)
Proof: See Appendix C.
The function fs,x is the probability density function of a
standard multivariate Gaussian random vector. Furthermore,
since the function det(Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)) is a complex polyno-
mial that is nonzero a.e. (see Step (ii-a)), it is an analytic
function that is not identically zero. Hence, by Lemma 9,
the integral in (53) is finite. Thus, with (52), we obtain
h
(
[y¯]I
∣∣[x]P) > −∞ and, because of (41), that h([y¯]I) > −∞.
This concludes the proof.
VII. CONCLUSION
We characterized the number of degrees of freedom for
generic block-fading MIMO channels in the noncoherent
setting. Although the generic block-fading model seems to
be just a minor variation of the classically used constant
block-fading model, our result shows that the assumption of
generic correlation may strongly affect the number of degrees
of freedom. In fact, we showed that the (potentially small)
perturbation in the channel model that results from making
the coloring matrix Z generic may yield a significant increase
in the number of degrees of freedom. This suggests once more
8See [17, Ch. 2.6] for a definition of subharmonic functions.
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
[Z1,1]1 [Z1,2]1 0 [Z1,2]1s1,2
[Z1,1]2 [Z1,2]2 [Z1,1]2s1,1 0
[Z1,1]3 [Z1,2]3 [Z1,1]3s1,1 [Z1,2]3s1,2
[Z1,1]4 [Z1,2]4 [Z1,1]4s1,1 [Z1,2]4s1,2
[Z2,1]1 [Z2,2]1 0 [Z2,2]1s2,2
[Z2,1]2 [Z2,2]2 [Z2,1]2s2,1 0
[Z2,1]3 [Z2,2]3 [Z2,1]3s2,1 [Z2,2]3s2,2
[Z2,1]4 [Z2,2]4 [Z2,1]4s2,1 [Z2,2]4s2,2
[Z3,1]1 [Z3,2]1 0 [Z3,2]1s3,2
[Z3,1]2 [Z3,2]2 [Z3,1]2s3,1 0
[Z3,1]3 [Z3,2]3 [Z3,1]3s3,1 [Z3,2]3s3,2
[Z3,1]4 [Z3,2]4 [Z3,1]4s3,1 [Z3,2]4s3,2

(55)
(see also [20], [27]) that care must be exercised in using this
asymptotic quantity as a performance measure.
The highest gain in terms of the number of degrees of
freedom is obtained for a sufficiently large number of receive
antennas. In this case, the number of degrees of freedom is
equal to T times the number of degrees of freedom in the
SIMO case, as long as the number T of transmit antennas
satisfies T < N/Q. This may be of interest for the uplink of
massive-MIMO systems [28].
From a practical point of view, the generic block-fading
model is of particular interest for CP-OFDM systems. These
systems cannot be described appropriately by the constant
block-fading model, which corresponds to an impulse response
of each (t, r) channel that consists of a single tap. By contrast,
the generic block-fading model allows for impulse responses
with multiple taps.
For CP-OFDM systems with colocated antennas, it may
appear questionable to assume that all coloring matrices Zr,t
are different—an assumption that is needed for our result
to hold (although MIMO channel matrices with nonidentical
distributions arise, e.g., when pattern diversity is used [29]).
The case where all matrices Zr,t are exactly equal is still an
open problem. However, it should be noted that any nonzero
perturbation of the model with exactly equal Zr,t—be it
arbitrarily small—yields the generic model considered in this
paper. One may then argue that the assumption of exactly equal
Zr,t is an idealization that may be convenient in theoretical
analyses but will not be satisfied in practical systems. An
important conclusion to be drawn from our analysis is the fact
that, as far as the number of degrees of freedom is concerned,
the model with exactly equal Zr,t is highly nonrobust, since
arbitrarily small perturbations yield a potentially large change
in the number of degrees of freedom.
The proof of Proposition 3 in Section VI does not provide
a characterization of the class of coloring matrices Z for
which Theorem 4 does not hold. However, the only part of
the proof where a generic Z is needed is in the statement that∣∣Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)∣∣ 6= 0 a.e. (see Step (ii-a) in Section VI-C).
If a specific Z is given, one can search for two vectors s
and x and a set P for which ∣∣Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)∣∣ 6= 0. If the
search is successful, then Theorem 4 holds for this Z. Note
that the converse is not necessarily true: if
∣∣Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)∣∣
vanishes for all choices of s, x, and P , one cannot conclude
that Theorem 4 does not hold.
An open problem is a characterization of the capacity of
generic block-fading MIMO channels beyond the number
of degrees of freedom. Such a characterization would help
understand whether the sensitivity of the number of degrees
of freedom discussed above is an indication of a similar
sensitivity of the capacity that occurs already at moderate
SNR, or merely an asymptotic peculiarity. Furthermore, a
capacity characterization that is nonasymptotic in the SNR can
be analyzed for asymptotic block length, which would enable
a capacity analysis of, e.g., stationary channel models.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 6
Since the proof of Lemma 6 is quite technical, we shall
first (in Section A.A) illustrate its key steps by focusing on
the special case T˜ = 2, R = 3, N = 4, and Q = 1. The proof
for arbitrary T˜ , R,N, and Q will be provided in Section A.B.
A. Special Case T˜ = 2, R = 3, N = 4, Q = 1
By (36), we have ` = 0 and, thus, I = [1:12]. Furthermore,
by (43), we have |P| = 2. We choose P = {1, 6}. Hence,
recalling that x = (xT1 x
T
2 )
T ∈ C8, we have
[x]P = ([x1]1 [x2]2)
T
and
[x]D = ([x1]2 [x1]3 [x1]4 [x2]1 [x2]3 [x2]4)
T .
We also choose x as the all-one vector. For these choices,
the Jacobian Jφ[x]P in (47) is equal to (55) at the top of this
page. We have to find Z and s such that the determinant of
this matrix is nonzero. Setting [Z3,2]1 = [Z3,1]2 = [Z3,2]3 =
[Z3,1]4 = 0, the entries highlighted in gray in (55) become
zero. Furthermore, choosing nonzero [Z3,1]1, [Z3,1]3, [Z3,2]2,
[Z3,2]4, s3,1, and s3,2 and operating a Laplace expansion on
the last four rows in (55), it is seen that the determinant of the
matrix in (55) is nonzero if the determinant of the matrix in
(56) at the top of the next page is nonzero. This is the Jacobian
matrix corresponding to the case T˜ = 2, R = 2, N = 4,
and Q = 1. In other words, by performing the matrix
manipulations just described, we reduced the case R = 3 to
the case R = 2. A similar idea will be used in the proof for the
general case provided in Section A.B, where we will reduce
R inductively until R = T˜ . Setting s1,2=s2,1=0, the entries
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
[Z1,1]1 [Z1,2]1 0 [Z1,2]1s1,2
[Z1,1]2 [Z1,2]2 [Z1,1]2s1,1 0
[Z1,1]3 [Z1,2]3 0 [Z1,2]3s1,2
[Z1,1]4 [Z1,2]4 [Z1,1]4s1,1 0
[Z2,1]1 [Z2,2]1 0 [Z2,2]1s2,2
[Z2,1]2 [Z2,2]2 [Z2,1]2s2,1 0
[Z2,1]3 [Z2,2]3 0 [Z2,2]3s2,2
[Z2,1]4 [Z2,2]4 [Z2,1]4s2,1 0

(56)
highlighted in gray in (56) become zero. By choosing nonzero
[Z1,1]2, [Z1,1]4, [Z2,2]1, [Z2,2]3, s1,1, and s2,2 and operating
a Laplace expansion on the last four columns, it is seen that
it is sufficient to show that the determinant of the following
matrix is nonzero:
[Z1,1]1 [Z1,2]1
[Z1,1]3 [Z1,2]3
[Z2,1]2 [Z2,2]2
[Z2,1]4 [Z2,2]4
 .
This can be achieved, e.g., by setting all off-diagonal en-
tries (i.e., [Z1,1]3, [Z1,2]1, [Z2,1]4, and [Z2,2]2) to zero and
choosing all diagonal entries (i.e., [Z1,1]1, [Z1,2]3, [Z2,1]2, and
[Z2,2]4) nonzero.
B. Proof for the General Case
We have to find Z, s, x, and P such that∣∣Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)∣∣ 6= 0 .
1) Construction of P: We start by constructing the set P .
Recall that P specifies the indices of the pilot symbols in the
vector x = (xT1 · · ·xTT˜ )T. It will turn out convenient to use
the expression
P = {i+ (t− 1)N : i ∈ Pt, t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]} (57)
where Pt ⊆ [1 :N ] specifies the indices of the pilot symbols in
the vector xt, t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]. The sets {Pt}t∈[1:T˜ ] have to satisfy∑
t∈[1:T˜ ]
|Pt| = |P|
(43)
= RT˜Q+ T˜N − |I|
(38)
= RT˜Q+ T˜N −RN + `
(36)
= RT˜Q+ T˜N −RN
+ max{0, RN − (RT˜Q+ T˜N − T˜ )}
= max{T˜ , RT˜Q− (R− T˜ )N}
, ϑR . (58)
(We use the subscript R in ϑR because the dependence on
R will be important later.) To provide intuition about our
choice of the sets Pt, we use a card game metaphor. Consider
a deck of T˜N cards showing numbers from 1 to N sorted
as follows: 1, 2, . . . , N, . . . , 1, 2, . . . , N (i.e., the sequence
1, 2, . . . , N repeated T˜ times). The idea is to choose the
ϑR positions of the pilot symbols by assigning the indices
i ∈ [1 :N ] to the sets Pt in the same way as the first ϑR cards
are distributed to T˜ players (in Fig. 2, we give an example of
1
1st card
2
2nd card
3
3rd card
4
4th card
5
5th card
6
6th card
1
7th card
2
8th card
3
9th card
4
10th card
5
11th card
6
12th card
1
13th card
2
14th card
P1 P2 P3 P4
Fig. 2. Construction of the sets Pt for T˜ = 4, N = 6, and ϑR = 14.
the algorithm for ϑR = 14, N = 6, and T˜ = 4): The first card
shows 1 and goes to P1, i.e., 1 ∈ P1, and in the same way we
proceed with 2 ∈ P2, . . . , T˜ ∈ PT˜ (this corresponds to the 1st
to 4th card in Fig. 2). When we run out of sets (players), we
start with the first set (player) again: T˜ +1 ∈ P1, T˜ +2 ∈ P2,
etc. After the card showing index N (recall that Pt ⊆ [1 :N ]),
the next card starts with index 1 again (in Fig. 2, the 6th card
shows N = 6 and goes to P2 and the 7th card shows 1 and
goes to P3). This scheme works as long as we avoid assigning
an index to a set Pt to which that index was already assigned
in a previous round. (In Fig. 2, this would happen after the
12th card. The 13th card shows 1 and the algorithm would set
1 ∈ P1, which was already assigned to P1 in the first round.)
To avoid this issue, we introduce an offset and skip one set
(resulting in the 13th card going to P2 in Fig. 2) and proceed
as before. The algorithm stops when ϑR indices (cards) have
been assigned to the sets (players) Pt.
We now present a mathematical formulation of the algo-
rithm we just outlined. Let the function β : [1 : T˜N ] → [1 :
T˜ ]× [1 :N ] be defined as
β(j) =
(
β1(j)
β2(j)
)
,
(j + ⌊ j−1lcm(T˜ ,N)⌋)mod∗ T˜
jmod∗N
 ,
j ∈ [1 : T˜N ] . (59)
Here lcm(·, ·) denotes the least common multiple and
amod∗ b , a− b
⌊
a− 1
b
⌋
denotes the residuum of a divided by b in [1 : b] (and not in
[0 :b−1] as commonly done). We use the function β to assign
up to T˜N elements (note that ϑR ≤ T˜N ) to the sets Pt as
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follows: for j ∈ [1 :ϑR], the function β1(j) specifies t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]
(equivalently, one of the sets Pt, t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]), and the function
β2(j) specifies the index i ∈ [1 : N ] that is assigned to Pt
(again invoking our card game metaphor, the jth card shows
the index β2(j) and is assigned to player Pβ1(j)). Using β1(j)
and β2(j), we can compactly describe each set Pt as follows:9
Pt , β2
(
β−11 (t) ∩ [1 :ϑR]
)
, t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]. (60)
Here, the set β−11 (t) consists of all values j ∈ [1 : T˜N ] that
correspond to an assignment of an index i to the set Pt. Since
we only want to assign a total of ϑR indices, we take the
intersection with [1 :ϑR]. For each j ∈ β−11 (t) ∩ [1 :ϑR], the
function β2 now chooses an index i ∈ [1 :N ], and we obtain
the definition (60).
The sets Pt in (60) satisfy the properties listed in the
following lemma.
Lemma 10: Suppose that R ≥ T˜ , N > T˜Q, and R ≤
dT˜ (N − 1)/(N − T˜Q)e. Let the sets {Pt}t∈[1:T˜ ] be defined
as in (60). Then the following properties hold:
(i)
∑
t∈[1:T˜ ]|Pt| = ϑR;
(ii) |Pt| ≤ T˜Q;
If R > T˜ , let {P˜t}t∈[1:T˜ ] be the corresponding sets for the
case of R−1 receive antennas, i.e.,
P˜t , β2
(
β−11 (t) ∩ [1 :ϑR−1]
)
. (61)
Furthermore, we set
Lt , P˜t \ Pt (62)
and
L˜ ,
⋃
t∈[1:T˜ ]
Lt . (63)
Then the following properties hold:
(iii) Lt ∩ Lt′ = ∅ for t 6= t′;
(iv) Lt ⊆ [1 :N − `], where ` is defined in (36);
(v) There exist sets Gt ⊆ [1 :N − `], t ∈ [1 : T˜ ] satisfying
a) |Gt| = Q,
b) Gt ∩ Gt′ = ∅ for t 6= t′,
c) Gt ∩ Pt 6= ∅,
d)
⋃
t∈[1:T˜ ] Gt = G , [1 :N − `] \ L˜.
Proof: See Appendix D.
Remark 5: Property (i) states that the sets Pt have the
correct size (see (58)). Properties (iii), (iv), and (v) state that
we can partition the set [1 : N − `] into 2T˜ disjoint sets Lt
and Gt′ , t, t′ ∈ [1 : T˜ ], i.e., Gt ∩ Gt′ = ∅ for t 6= t′ (see (v-b)),
Lt ∩ Lt′ = ∅ for t 6= t′ (see (iii)), and Gt ∩ Lt′ = ∅ for
t, t′ ∈ [1 : T˜ ] (see (v-d)). Furthermore, in each Gt there is a
point gt ∈ Pt (see (v-c)).
9For a set A ⊆ [1 : T˜N ], we use the notation β2(A) to denote the image
of the set A under the function β2, i.e., β2(A) = {β2(j) : j ∈ A}.
2) Construction of Z, s, and x: For the choice of
{Pt}t∈[1:T˜ ] described above, it now remains to find a triple
(Z, s,x) for which p(Z, s,x) = det
(
Jφ[x]P
(s, [x]D)
)
is
nonzero. This will be done by an induction argument over
R ≥ T˜ . For this purpose, it is convenient to define the sets
Dt , [1 :N ] \ Pt . (64)
Note that by (57) and because D = [1: T˜N ] \P , we have that
D = [1: T˜N ] \ P
= [1: T˜N ] \ {i+ (t− 1)N : i ∈ Pt, t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]}
= {i+ (t− 1)N : i ∈ Dt, t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]} (65)
i.e., Dt ⊆ [1 :N ] specifies the positions of the data symbols in
the vector xt, t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]. Furthermore, we will make repeated
use of the next result, which follows from [23, Sec. 0.8.5].
Lemma 11: Let M ∈ Cn×n, and let E ,F ⊆ [1 : n]
with |E| = |F|. If [M ]F[1:n]\E = 0 or [M ][1:n]\FE = 0, and
if [M ]FE is nonsingular, then det(M) 6= 0 if and only if
det
(
[M ]
[1:n]\F
[1:n]\E
)
6= 0.
Remark 6: Lemma 11 is just an abstract way to describe a
situation where given a matrix M , one is able to perform row
and column interchanges that yield a new matrix of the form(
A B
0 C
)
, where A and C are square matrices. In this case,
a basic result in linear algebra states that the determinant of
M equals the product of the determinants of A and C, and
hence, assuming that C is nonsingular, det(M) 6= 0 if and
only if det(A) 6= 0.
We will now present the inductive construction of Z, s, and
x.
Induction hypothesis: For T˜ ≤ R ≤ dT˜ (N−1)/(N−T˜Q)e,
T˜Q < N (as assumed throughout the proof), and {Pt}t∈[1:T˜ ]
as in (60), there exists a triple (Z, s,x) with x = (1 · · · 1)T
such that p(Z, s,x) = det
(
Jφ[x]P
(s, [x]D)
)
is nonzero.
Base case (proof for R= T˜ ): When R= T˜ , (58) reduces
to
∑
t∈[1:T˜ ]|Pt| = T˜ 2Q. Using Property (ii) in Lemma 10,
this implies that |Pt| = T˜Q. Furthermore, ` = 0 (see (36)),
resulting in I = [1 :RN ]. To establish the desired result, we
first choose sr,t = 0 for r 6= t. With this choice, the matrix
Jφ[x]P
(s, [x]D) in (47) looks as follows:
Jφ[x]P
(s, [x]D) =

B
A1,1 · · · A1,T˜... ...
AT˜ ,1 · · · AT˜ ,T˜
D


I
=
B1 [A1,1]D1. . . . . .
BT˜ [AT˜ ,T˜ ]
DT˜

∈ C(T˜ 2Q+|D|)×(T˜ 2Q+|D|) (66)
where we used the sets {Dt}t∈[1:T˜ ] given in (64), and where
(cf. (46))
Br = (Zr,1 · · ·Zr,T˜ ), r ∈ [1 : T˜ ]
and (cf. (48))
At,t = diag(at,t), t ∈ [1 : T˜ ], with at,t , Zt,tst,t . (67)
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We choose10 [Zr,t]Pr ∈ CT˜Q×Q such that the square matrices
[Br]Pr =
[(
Zr,1 · · · Zr,T˜
)]
Pr ∈ CT˜Q×T˜Q are nonsingular.
Furthermore, we have that [At,t]DtPt = 0 (by (67), At,t is a
diagonal matrix, and because Pt∩Dt (64)= ∅, the matrix [At,t]DtPt
contains only off-diagonal entries). We will use Lemma 11
with M = Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D) given by (66), n = T˜
2Q+|D|, E =
P (i.e., the rows where [At,t]Dt is zero), and F = [1 : T˜ 2Q]
(i.e., the columns of all Br, r ∈ [1 : T˜ ]). This choice yields
[M ]
F
E = diag
(
[B1]P1 , . . . , [BT˜ ]PT˜
)
, which is nonsingular
because it is a block-diagonal matrix where each block on the
diagonal, [Br]Pr , was chosen nonsingular. Furthermore, we
have that [M ][1:n]\FE = diag
(
[A1,1]
D1
P1 , . . . , [AT˜ ,T˜ ]
DT˜
PT˜
)
= 0.
Thus, the requirements of Lemma 11 are met and, hence,
det(M) = det
(
Jφ[x]P
(s, [x]D)
) 6= 0 if and only if the
determinant of the following matrix is nonzero:
[M ]
[1:n]\F
[1:n]\E =
[A1,1]
D1
D1. . .
[AT˜ ,T˜ ]
DT˜
DT˜
 . (68)
Because of (67), we have [At,t]DtDt = [diag(at,t)]
Dt
Dt . Hence,
the matrix in (68) is a diagonal matrix and can be chosen
to have nonzero diagonal entries by choosing [Zt,t]Dt and
st,t such that [at,t]i = [Zt,t]{i}st,t 6= 0 for all i ∈ Dt
(again see (67)). Thus, its determinant is nonzero and, in turn,
det(M) 6= 0.
Inductive step (transition from R− 1 to R): Assuming that
Zr,t and sr,t for t∈ [1 : T˜ ], r∈ [1 :R − 1] have already been
chosen such that the determinant of Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D) is nonzero
in the R − 1 setting, we want to show that there exist ZR,t
and sR,t, t ∈ [1 : T˜ ] for which the determinant of the matrix
Jφ[x]P
(s, [x]D) in (47) is nonzero. To facilitate the exposition,
we rewrite the matrices involved in a more convenient form.
For the case of R receive antennas, denoted by the superscript
[R], we rewrite the Jacobian matrix Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D) in (47) as
Jφ[x]P
(s, [x]D)
[R] =
(
[B]I [A]
D
I
) ∈ C(RN−`)×(RT˜Q+|D|)
(69)
with
[B]I =

B1
. . .
BR−1
[BR][1:N−`]

and
[A]DI =
A1,1 · · · A1,T˜... ...
AR,1 · · · AR,T˜
D
I
=

[A1,1]
D1 · · · [A1,T˜ ]DT˜
...
...
[AR−1,1]D1 · · · [AR−1,T˜ ]DT˜
[AR,1]
D1
[1:N−`] · · · [AR,T˜ ]
DT˜
[1:N−`]

10Note that so far we used the index t for the sets Pt. Now we consider
the matrix [Br]Pt for t = r. Thus, it is convenient to use only the index r.
where we used (65) and (38). For the R−1 case, the Jacobian
matrix is given by
Jφ[x]P
(s, [x]D)
[R−1]
=
B1 [A1,1]D˜1 · · · [A1,T˜ ]D˜T˜. . . ... ...
BR−1 [AR−1,1]D˜1 · · · [AR−1,T˜ ]D˜T˜

∈ C(R−1)N×
(
(R−1)T˜Q+∑t∈[1:T˜ ]|D˜t|) (70)
where
D˜t , [1 :N ] \ P˜t (71)
with the sets P˜t introduced in Lemma 10. Note that in (70),
we do not need to truncate the matrix when selecting the rows
in the set I as required by (47). This follows because ` = 0
for R − 1 ≤ T˜ (N − 1)/(N − T˜Q) (which holds because
R ≤ dT˜ (N − 1)/(N − T˜Q)e) and, hence, I = [1:(R− 1)N ].
Let G, Gt, and Lt be defined as in Lemma 10. Set
[ZR,t]G\Gt = 0 for all t ∈ [1 : T˜ ], and choose [ZR,t]Gt ∈
CQ×Q nonsingular for all t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]. With these choices,
and recalling that we set x = (1 · · · 1)T in the induction
hypothesis (whence Xt = IN ), it follows from (46) that
[BR]G =
(
[ZR,1]G · · · [ZR,T˜ ]G
)
is nonsingular. Next, for
each t ∈ [1 : T˜ ], select an index gt in the set Gt∩Pt (note that
this set is non-empty due to Property (v-c) in Lemma 10).
Furthermore, choose sR,t to be orthogonal to the rows of
[ZR,t]Gt\{gt} ∈ C(Q−1)×Q and to satisfy [ZR,t]{gt}sR,t 6= 0
(note that since sr,t ∈ CQ, it is always possible to choose
sr,t such that it is orthogonal to Q − 1 vectors of a set of
Q linearly independent vectors and not orthogonal to the last
one). Recalling (48), we have
[AR,t]G =
[
diag(aR,t)
]
G , t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]
where [aR,t]i = [ZR,t]{i}sR,t = 0 for i ∈ G\Gt by our choice
[ZR,t]G\Gt = 0, and for i ∈ Gt\{gt} because we chose sR,t to
be orthogonal to the rows of [ZR,t]Gt\{gt}. Thus, [AR,t]G has
only one nonzero entry [aR,t]gt , which is in the gtth column.
But since gt ∈ Pt and Pt ∩ Dt = ∅, taking only the columns
indexed by Dt results in [AR,t]DtG = 0. We will use Lemma 11
with M = Jφ[x]P(s, [x]
[R]
D ) given in (69), n = RT˜Q + |D|,
E = {i + (R − 1)N : i ∈ G} (i.e., the rows of [BR][1:N−`]
specified by G), and F = [(R − 1)T˜Q + 1 : RT˜Q] (i.e., the
columns of [BR][1:N−`]). This choice yields
[M ]FE = [BR]G =
(
[ZR,1]G · · · [ZR,T˜ ]G
)
which is nonsingular as noted above. Furthermore, we have
[M ]
[1:n]\F
E =
(
0 [AR,1]
D1
G · · · [AR,T˜ ]
DT˜
G
)
= 0 .
Hence, the requirements of Lemma 11 are satisfied. We obtain
that the determinant of M = Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)
[R] in (69) is
nonzero if and only if the determinant of the following matrix
is nonzero:
K , [M ][1:n]\F[1:n]\E
15
=

B1 [A1,1]
D1 . . . [A1,T˜ ]
DT˜
. . .
...
...
BR−1 [AR−1,1]D1 . . . [AR−1,T˜ ]
DT˜
0 [AR,1]
D1
L˜ · · · [AR,T˜ ]
DT˜
L˜
 .
(72)
Here, we used Property (v-d) in Lemma 10, i.e., that [1 :
N − `] \ G = L˜.
So far, we specified only the rows [ZR,t]G . Because G∩L˜ =
∅ by Property (v-d) in Lemma 10, we can still freely choose
the remaining rows [ZR,t]L˜. We first choose the rows indexed
by Lt such that [ZR,t]LtsR,t does not have zero entries (e.g.,
[ZR,t]{i} = s
H
R,t for i ∈ Lt, resulting in [ZR,t]{i}sR,t =
‖sR,t‖2 6= 0). Next, we choose the remaining rows, indexed by
L˜\Lt, to be zero, i.e., [ZR,t]L˜\Lt = 0. With these choices and
using (48), we obtain [AR,t]DtL˜\Lt = 0 and det
(
[AR,t]
Lt
Lt
) 6= 0.
We will next use another application of Lemma 11 with
M = K given in (72), n = (R− 1)T˜Q+ |D|,
E = [(R− 1)N + 1 : (R− 1)T˜Q+ |D|]
(i.e., all rows of K below BR−1), and
F =
⋃
t∈[1:T˜ ]
{
i+ (R− 1)T˜Q+
∑
t′∈[1:t−1]
|Dt′ | : i ∈ Lt
}
(i.e., the columns of [AR,t]DtLt for all t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]). This choice
results in
[M ]FE = diag
(
[AR,1]
L1
L1 , . . . , [AR,T˜ ]
LT˜
LT˜
)
which is nonsingular because det
(
[AR,t]
Lt
Lt
) 6= 0. Further-
more, we have
[M ]
[1:n]\F
E =
(
0 [AR,1]
D1
L˜ \ L1 · · · [AR,T˜ ]
DT˜
L˜ \ LT˜
)
= 0 .
Thus, the requirements of Lemma 11 are satisfied, and we
obtain that the determinant of K in (72) is nonzero if and
only if the determinant of the following matrix is nonzero:
[M ]
[1:n]\F
[1:n]\E
=

B1 [A1,1]
D1\L1 . . . [A1,T˜ ]
DT˜ \LT˜
. . .
...
...
BR−1 [AR−1,1]D1\L1 . . . [AR−1,T˜ ]
DT˜ \LT˜
 .
(73)
By the definitions Lt = P˜t \ Pt, Dt = [1 : N ] \ Pt, and
D˜t = [1:N ] \ P˜t (see (62), (64), and (71)), we obtain
Dt \ Lt = ([1:N ] \ Pt) \ (P˜t \ Pt) (a)= [1:N ] \ P˜t = D˜t
for all t ∈ [1 : T˜ ], where (a) holds because Pt ⊆ P˜t.
Thus, [M ][1:n]\F[1:n]\E in (73) is equal to Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)
[R−1]
in (70). Altogether, we obtain that the determinant of
Jφ[x]P
(s, [x]D)
[R] in (69) is nonzero if and only if the deter-
minant of [M ][1:n]\F[1:n]\E = Jφ[x]P(s, [x]
[R−1]
D ) in (70) is nonzero.
But the determinant of Jφ[x]P(s, [x]D)
[R−1] is nonzero by the
induction hypothesis.
APPENDIX B
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A. Proof of Part (I)
To prove part (I) of Lemma 8, i.e., that almost all of M
can be covered by the union of disjoint measurable subsets
Uk, we will use the following lemma, which is an application
of the result reported in [30, Cor. 3.2.4].
Lemma 12: Let A ⊆ Cn be a Lebesgue measurable set
and κ : Cn→Cn a continuously differentiable mapping (e.g.,
the mapping in Lemma 8). Then there exists a Lebesgue
measurable set B ⊆A ∩ {u ∈ Cn : |Jκ(u)| 6= 0} such that
κ
∣∣
B is one-to-one and κ(A) \ κ(B)=N , where N is a set of
Lebesgue measure zero.
We will use Lemma 12 repeatedly to construct the disjoint
sets {Uj}j∈[1:m].
Lemma 13: Let κ and M be as in Lemma 8, i.e., κ : Cn→
Cn is a continuously differentiable mapping with Jacobian
matrix Jκ such that Jκ(u) is nonsingular a.e. andM , {u∈
Cn : |Jκ(u)| 6= 0}. Again as in Lemma 8, assume that for
all v ∈ Cn, the cardinality of the set κ−1(v) ∩M satisfies
|κ−1(v)∩M| ≤ m <∞, for some m ∈ N (i.e., κ∣∣M is finite-
to-one). Then, for k ∈ [1 : m], there exist disjoint Lebesgue
measurable sets {Uj}j∈[1:k] with Uj ⊆ M such that κ
∣∣
Uj is
one-to-one for j ∈ [1 : k]. Furthermore, there exists a set Nk
of Lebesgue measure zero such that∣∣∣∣κ−1(v) ∩ (M\ ⋃
j∈[1:k]
Uj
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ m− k ,
for all v ∈ κ
(
M\
⋃
j∈[1:k−1]
Uj
)
\ Nk . (74)
Proof: We prove Lemma 13 by induction over k.
Base case (proof for k = 1): By Lemma 12 with A =M,
we obtain a set B ⊆M (recall thatM = {u∈ Cn : |Jκ(u)| 6=
0} and thusM∩{u∈Cn : |Jκ(u)| 6= 0} =M) such that κ
∣∣
B
is one-to-one. Furthermore, κ(M)\κ(B) = N1 for a set N1 of
Lebesgue measure zero. Because κ(B) ⊆ κ(M), this implies
κ(M) \ N1 = κ(B). Thus, for each v ∈ κ(M) \ N1, there
exists u ∈ B such that κ(u) = v. Equivalently, κ−1(v)∩B 6=
∅. Hence, for v ∈ κ(M) \ N1,
|κ−1(v) ∩ (M\B)| = |(κ−1(v) ∩M) \ (κ−1(v) ∩ B)|
(a)
= |κ−1(v) ∩M| − |κ−1(v) ∩ B|
(b)
= |κ−1(v) ∩M| − 1
(c)
≤ m−1 (75)
where (a) holds because κ−1(v) ∩ B ⊆ κ−1(v) ∩ M, (b)
holds because κ−1(v) ∩ B is nonempty and contains at most
one element since κ
∣∣
B is one-to-one, and (c) holds because
we assumed that |κ−1(v) ∩M| ≤ m. We set U1 , B and,
by (75), the property (74) is satisfied for k = 1. Furthermore,
κ
∣∣
U1 = κ
∣∣
B is one-to-one, which concludes the proof for the
base case.
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Inductive step (transition from k to k + 1): Suppose we
already constructed the k disjoint measureable sets {Uj}j∈[1:k]
and the set Nk satisfying (74). To simplify notation, define
U [k] ,
⋃
j∈[1:k]
Uj .
Note that (74) can now be written as∣∣κ−1(v) ∩ (M\ U [k])∣∣ ≤ m− k ,
for all v ∈ κ(M\ U [k−1]) \ Nk . (76)
By Lemma 12 with A = M \ U [k], we obtain a set B such
that κ
∣∣
B is one-to-one and
B ⊆M \ U [k] . (77)
Furthermore, κ
(M \ U [k]) \ κ(B) = N˜k+1 for a set N˜k+1
of Lebesgue measure zero. Because κ(B) ⊆ κ(M \ U [k]),
this implies κ
(M \ U [k]) \ N˜k+1 = κ(B). Hence, for v ∈
κ
(M\U [k]) \ N˜k+1, there exists u ∈ B such that κ(u) = v,
or equivalently, κ−1(v) ∩ B 6= ∅. Thus, similarly to (75), we
obtain for v ∈ κ(M\ U [k]) \ (N˜k+1 ∪Nk)∣∣κ−1(v) ∩ ((M\ U [k]) \ B)∣∣
=
∣∣(κ−1(v) ∩ (M\ U [k])) \ (κ−1(v) ∩ B)∣∣
(a)
=
∣∣κ−1(v) ∩ (M\ U [k])∣∣− |κ−1(v) ∩ B|
(b)
=
∣∣κ−1(v) ∩ (M\ U [k])∣∣− 1
(c)
≤ m− k − 1 (78)
where (a) holds because κ−1(v)∩B ⊆ κ−1(v)∩ (M\U [k]),
(b) holds because κ−1(v)∩B is nonempty and contains at most
one element since κ
∣∣
B is one-to-one, and (c) holds because of
our induction hypothesis (76). Setting Uk+1 , B, the left-hand
side in (78) is equal to
∣∣κ−1(v) ∩ ((M \ U [k]) \ Uk+1)∣∣ =∣∣κ−1(v)∩(M\U [k+1])∣∣, so that (78) becomes ∣∣κ−1(v)∩(M\
U [k+1])∣∣ ≤ m−k−1 for all v ∈ κ(M\U [k])\(N˜k+1∪Nk).
This is exactly the property (76) with k replaced by k+1 and
Nk replaced by Nk+1 , N˜k+1 ∪ Nk. Furthermore, we have
by (77) that Uk+1 = B ⊆ M \ U [k] and thus Uk+1 ∩ Uj = ∅
for j ∈ [1 : k]. Finally, κ∣∣Uk+1 = κ∣∣B is one-to-one, which
concludes the proof.
The sets {Uj}j∈[1:m] constructed in Lemma 13 are disjoint
and κ
∣∣
Uj is one-to-one for all j ∈ [1 : m]. It remains to be
shown that U [m] = ⋃j∈[1:m] Uj covers almost all of M. To
this end, we first show that κ
(M \ U [m]) \ Nm is empty.
Assume by contradiction that v ∈ κ(M\U [m])\Nm. By (74)
with k = m, we have that for all v ∈ κ(M\ U [m−1]) \ Nm∣∣κ−1(v) ∩ (M\ U [m])∣∣ ≤ m−m = 0
i.e., there exists no u ∈ M \ U [m] such that κ(u) = v. This
is a contradiction to the assumption v ∈ κ(M\U [m]) \ Nm,
and thus we conclude that there is no v ∈ κ(M\U [m])\Nm,
i.e., κ
(M\ U [m]) \ Nm = ∅. Hence, we have
κ
(M\ U [m]) ⊆ Nm . (79)
We next use the integral transformation reported in [30,
Th. 3.2.3] to obtain∫
M\U [m]
|Jκ(u)|2 du ≤ m
∫
κ(M\U [m])
dv
(79)
≤ m
∫
Nm
dv
= 0 .
Because the function |Jκ(u)| is positive onM, it follows that
the Lebesgue measure of the setM\U [m] has to be zero, i.e.,
U [m] covers almost all ofM. This concludes the proof of part
(I).
B. Proof of Part (II)
To establish part (II), i.e., the bound (50), we first note that
h(v) ≥ h(v |k) =
∑
k∈[1:m]
h(v |k=k) pk (80)
where k is the discrete random variable that takes on the value
k when u ∈ Uk, and pk , Pr{u ∈ Uk} =
∫
Uk fu(u)du. We
assume without loss of generality11 that pk 6= 0, k ∈ [1 : m].
Since κ
∣∣
Uk is one-to-one, we can use the transformation rule
for one-to-one mappings [12, Lemma 3] to relate h(v |k=k)
to h(u |k=k):
h(v |k=k) = h(u |k=k) +
∫
Cn
fu|k=k(u) log(|Jκ(u)|2) du .
(81)
The conditional probability density function of u given k=k
is fu|k=k(u) = 1Uk(u)fu(u)/pk. Thus, h(u |k = k) =
− ∫Uk(fu(u)/pk) log(fu(u)/pk)du, and (81) becomes
h(v |k=k) = 1
pk
[
−
∫
Uk
fu(u) log
(
fu(u)
pk
)
du
+
∫
Uk
fu(u) log(|Jκ(u)|2) du
]
=
1
pk
[
−
∫
Uk
fu(u) log
(
fu(u)
)
du
+
∫
Uk
fu(u) log(|Jκ(u)|2) du+ pk log(pk)
]
.
Inserting this expression into (80), and recalling that the sets
Uk are disjoint, that U [m] =
⋃
k∈[1:m] Uk covers almost all of
M, and that Cn \M has Lebesgue measure zero, we obtain
h(v) ≥
∑
k∈[1:m]
[
−
∫
Uk
fu(u) log
(
fu(u)
)
du
+
∫
Uk
fu(u) log(|Jκ(u)|2) du+ pk log(pk)
]
= −
∫
U [m]
fu(u) log
(
fu(u)
)
du
+
∫
U [m]
fu(u) log(|Jκ(u)|2)du+
∑
k∈[1:m]
pk log(pk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−H(k)
11If pk=0 for some k, we simply omit the corresponding term in (80).
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= −
∫
Cn
fu(u) log
(
fu(u)
)
du
+
∫
Cn
fu(u) log(|Jκ(u)|2)du − H(k)
= h(u) +
∫
Cn
fu(u) log(|Jκ(u)|2)du − H(k) .
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Since f is not identically zero, there exists a ξ0∈Cn such
that f(ξ0) 6= 0. The function g(ξ) , f(ξ + ξ0) is an analytic
function that satisfies g(0) 6= 0. By performing the change
of variables ξ 7→ ξ + ξ0, we can rewrite I1 in (54) in the
following more convenient form:
I1 =
∫
Cn
exp(−‖ξ + ξ0‖2) log(|g(ξ)|) dξ .
We have
‖ξ + ξ0‖2 ≤ (‖ξ‖+ ‖ξ0‖)2
= ‖ξ‖2 + 2‖ξ‖‖ξ0‖+ ‖ξ0‖2
≤ ‖ξ‖2 + 2 max{‖ξ‖2, ‖ξ0‖2}+ ‖ξ0‖2
≤ 3‖ξ‖2 + 3‖ξ0‖2 . (82)
Using (82), we lower-bound I1 as follows:
I1 ≥ c
∫
Cn
exp(−3‖ξ‖2) log(|g(ξ)|) dξ , I2 (83)
where c , exp(−3‖ξ0‖2). We next define the mapping
ϕ : R2n→ Cn; x 7→ ([x][1:n] + i[x][n+1:2n]), and rewrite I2
in (83) as
I2 = c
∫
R2n
exp(−3‖x‖2)u(x) dx (84)
with u(x) , log(|g(ϕ(x))|). Since g(0) 6= 0, we have that
u(0) > −∞. By [17, Example 2.6.1.3], u(x) is a subharmonic
function. We shall use the following property of subharmonic
functions, which is a special case of the more general result
reported in [17, Th. 2.6.2.1].
Lemma 14: Let u be a subharmonic function on W ⊆ R2n.
If {x∈R2n : ‖x‖ ≤ r}⊆W for some r>0, then
u(0) ≤ 1
σ2n r2n−1
∫
Sr
u(x) ds(x)
where Sr , {x ∈ R2n : ‖x‖ = r}, the constant σ2n denotes
the area of the unit sphere in R2n, and ds denotes integration
with respect to the (2n−1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure
(cf. [30, Sec. 2.10.2]).
Using a well-known measure-theoretic result (see, e.g., [30,
Th. 3.2.12]), we have for u(x) = log(|g(ϕ(x))|)∫
R2n
exp(−3‖x‖2)u(x) dx
=
∫ ∞
0
[ ∫
Sr
u(x) ds(x)
]
exp(−3r2) dr . (85)
Inserting (85) in (84), we obtain
I2 = c
∫ ∞
0
[ ∫
Sr
u(x) ds(x)
]
exp(−3r2) dr
(a)
≥ c σ2n u(0)
∫ ∞
0
exp(−3r2) r2n−1dr
(b)
> −∞ .
Here, (a) is due to Lemma 14 and (b) holds because u(0)>
−∞ and 0 < ∫∞
0
exp(−3r2) r2n−1dr < ∞. Using (83), we
conclude that I1 > −∞.
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A. Bijectivity of β
In order to prove Lemma 10, we will use the following
property of the function β in (59).
Lemma 15: The function β defined in (59) is bijective.
Proof: To facilitate the exposition, we introduce the nota-
tion
L , lcm(T˜ , N) .
Recall that β(j) =
(
β1(j) β2(j)
)T
with β1(j) =
(
j + b(j −
1)/Lc)mod∗ T˜ ∈ [1 : T˜ ] and β2(j) = jmod∗N ∈ [1 : N ],
for j ∈ [1 : T˜N ]. We start by proving that β is one-to-one.
Assume that there exist j1, j2 ∈ [1 : T˜N ] with j1 ≤ j2 such
that β(j1) = β(j2). From β2(j1) = β2(j2), it follows that
j1 mod
∗N = j2 mod∗N and, hence,12 j2 = j1 + nN for
some n ∈ [0 : T˜ − 1]. Similarly, β1(j1) = β1(j2) implies that
j1 +
⌊
j1−1
L
⌋
= j2 +
⌊
j2−1
L
⌋
−mT˜
for some m ∈ N, and thus
j1 +
⌊
j1−1
L
⌋
= j1 + nN +
⌊
j1 + nN−1
L
⌋
−mT˜
or, equivalently,
mT˜ − nN =
⌊
j1 + nN−1
L
⌋
−
⌊
j1−1
L
⌋
. (86)
We can write j1 = kL+ ˜1 with some k ∈ N and ˜1 ∈ [1 :L]
and simplify (86) as follows:
mT˜ − nN =
⌊
kL+ ˜1 + nN−1
L
⌋
−
⌊
kL+ ˜1−1
L
⌋
= k +
⌊
˜1 + nN−1
L
⌋
− k −
⌊
˜1−1
L
⌋
(a)
=
⌊
˜1 + nN−1
L
⌋
. (87)
Here, (a) holds because ˜1−1 < L and thus b(˜1−1)/Lc = 0.
We will next show that the right-hand side of (87) is zero, by
establishing the following chain of inequalities:
0 ≤
⌊
˜1 + nN−1
L
⌋
(a)
≤
⌊
j1 + nN−1
L
⌋
12Recall that we defined amod∗ b , a− bb(a−1)/bc to be the residuum
of a divided by b in [1 :b] (and not in [0 :b− 1] as commonly done).
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(b)
≤
⌊
T˜N−1
L
⌋
(c)
=
⌊
gcd(T˜ , N)− 1
L
⌋
= gcd(T˜ , N)− 1 . (88)
Here, (a) holds because ˜1 ≤ j1, (b) holds because j1+nN =
j2 ≤ T˜N, and (c) holds because T˜N = gcd(T˜ , N)L [31,
Th. 52] (here, gcd(·, ·) denotes the greatest common divisor).
Note now that gcd(T˜ , N) divides the left-hand side of (87)
and, hence, also the right-hand side. But by (88), the right-
hand side of (87) is an element of [0 :gcd(T˜ , N)− 1]. Hence,
it must be zero, and thus (87) becomes
mT˜ − nN =
⌊
˜1 + nN−1
L
⌋
= 0 . (89)
Therefore, ˜1+nN−1 < L. Since nN ≤ ˜1+nN−1, we obtain
nN < L. Furthermore, by (89), we have that mT˜ = nN .
Thus, nN is a common multiple of T˜ and N that is less
than the least (positive) common multiple. Therefore, n = 0
and, hence, j1 = j1 + nN = j2. We have thus shown that
β(j1) = β(j2) implies j1 = j2, which means that β is one-
to-one. Since the domain of β, [1 : T˜N ], and its codomain,
[1 : T˜ ]× [1 :N ], are finite and of the same cardinality (namely,
T˜N ), we conclude that β is also bijective.
We will now prove the individual properties stated in
Lemma 10.
B. Proof of Property (i)
We first show that β2
∣∣
β−11 (t)
is one-to-one, i.e., if β2(j1) =
β2(j2) for j1, j2 ∈ β−11 (t) then j1 = j2. To this end, let
j1, j2 ∈ β−11 (t) (i.e., β1(j1) = β1(j2) = t) and assume that
β2(j1) = β2(j2) = i. Then β(j1) = β(j2) = (t i)T. Since β
is one-to-one by Lemma 15, we conclude that j1 = j2. Hence,
β2
∣∣
β−11 (t)
is one-to-one. Furthermore, since β−11 (t)∩ [1 :ϑR] ⊆
β−11 (t), we have (cf. (60))
|Pt| =
∣∣β2(β−11 (t) ∩ [1 :ϑR])∣∣ = ∣∣β−11 (t) ∩ [1 :ϑR]∣∣ (90)
for t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]. To conclude the proof, we will use the following
basic lemma.
Lemma 16: The sets {β−11 (t)}t∈[1:T˜ ] form a partition of the
domain [1 : T˜N ] of β1, i.e.,
β−11 (t) ∩ β−11 (t′) = ∅, for t, t′ ∈ [1 : T˜ ] with t 6= t′ (91)
and ⋃
t∈[1:T˜ ]
β−11 (t) = [1 : T˜N ] . (92)
Proof: This lemma follows from the definition of a func-
tion, i.e., the fact that β1 maps every element in the domain
to exactly one element in the codomain.
By Lemma 16, we obtain∑
t∈[1:T˜ ]
|Pt| (90)=
∑
t∈[1:T˜ ]
∣∣β−11 (t) ∩ [1 :ϑR]∣∣
(91)
=
∣∣∣∣∣
( ⋃
t∈[1:T˜ ]
β−11 (t)
)
∩ [1 :ϑR]
∣∣∣∣∣
(92)
=
∣∣[1 : T˜N ] ∩ [1 :ϑR]∣∣
= min{T˜N, ϑR} . (93)
Since N > T˜Q, we have that ϑR = max{T˜ , RT˜Q − (R−
T˜ )N} = max{T˜ , T˜N−R(N− T˜Q)} < T˜N . Combining this
with (93), we conclude that∑
t∈[1:T˜ ]
|Pt| = ϑR .
C. Proof of Property (ii)
We will make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 17: Let p, q ∈ N with p < q. Then∣∣{j ∈ [p+ 1:q] : (j + a) mod∗ b = c}∣∣ ≤ ⌈q − p
b
⌉
for all a, b, c ∈ N with b ≥ 2, c ≥ 1, and c ≤ b.
Proof: We prove Lemma 17 by contradiction. Assume∣∣{j ∈ [p+ 1:q] : (j + a) mod∗ b = c}∣∣ > ⌈q − p
b
⌉
, d .
Thus, the set
{
j ∈ [p+ 1:q] : (j+a) mod∗ b = c} contains at
least d+1 elements {ji}i∈[1:d+1], i.e., there exist at least d+1
distinct elements ji ∈ [p+1:q] satisfying (ji+a) mod∗ b = c.
Hence, there exist distinct ki ∈ N, i ∈ [1 :d+ 1] such that
ji + a = c+ kib ∈ [p+ 1:q] . (94)
Assume, without loss of generality, that ki < ki+1 for i ∈
[1 : d]. Because ki ∈ N, we obtain ki ≤ ki+1 − 1 and thus,
iteratively, k1 ≤ k2 − 1 ≤ k3 − 2 ≤ · · · , and finally
k1 ≤ kd+1 − d . (95)
Hence,
jd+1 − j1 (94)= kd+1b− k1b
= (kd+1 − k1)b
(95)
≥ d b
=
⌈
q − p
b
⌉
b
≥ q − p
which contradicts j1, jd+1 ∈ [p+ 1:q].
To prove Property (ii), we first establish an upper bound on
ϑR. We have that
RT˜Q− (R− T˜ )N = (R− T˜ )T˜Q− (R− T˜ )N + T˜ 2Q
= (R− T˜ )︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
(T˜Q−N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0
+ T˜ 2Q
≤ T˜ 2Q
and, hence,
ϑR = max{T˜ , RT˜Q− (R− T˜ )N} ≤ T˜ 2Q . (96)
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To bound the size of the sets Pt, we use (90) and the definition
of β1 to conclude that
|Pt| =
∣∣{j ∈ [1 :ϑR] : β1(j) = t}∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣{j ∈ [1 :ϑR] :(j + ⌊j − 1L
⌋)
mod∗ T˜ = t
}∣∣∣∣ . (97)
Choose m ∈ N such that (m − 1)L < ϑR ≤ mL. We can
partition the set [1 :ϑR] as follows:
[1 :ϑR] =
( ⋃
n∈[0:m−2]
[
nL+ 1 : (n+ 1)L
])
∪ [(m− 1)L+ 1 : ϑR] . (98)
Note that the intervals
[
nL + 1 : (n + 1)L
]
, n ∈ [0 :m − 2]
and
[
(m− 1)L+ 1 : ϑR
]
in (98) are disjoint and satisfy
⌊
j − 1
L
⌋
=
{
n, for j ∈ [nL+ 1 : (n+ 1)L]
m− 1, for j ∈ [(m− 1)L+ 1 : ϑR] . (99)
Thus, using (98) and (99) in (97), we obtain
|Pt| =
∑
n∈[0:m−2]
∣∣{j ∈ [nL+ 1 : (n+ 1)L] :
(j + n) mod∗ T˜ = t
}∣∣
+
∣∣{j ∈ [(m− 1)L+ 1 : ϑR] :
(j +m− 1) mod∗ T˜ = t}∣∣ . (100)
By Lemma 17, we have∣∣{j ∈ [nL+ 1 : (n+ 1)L] : (j + n) mod∗ T˜ = t}∣∣
≤
⌈
L
T˜
⌉
=
L
T˜
(101)
and∣∣{j ∈ [(m− 1)L+ 1 : ϑR] : (j +m− 1) mod∗ T˜ = t}∣∣
≤
⌈
ϑR − (m− 1)L
T˜
⌉
. (102)
Thus, inserting (101) and (102) into (100), we obtain
|Pt| ≤ (m− 1)L
T˜
+
⌈
ϑR − (m− 1)L
T˜
⌉
(a)
= (m− 1)L
T˜
+
⌈
ϑR
T˜
⌉
− (m− 1)L
T˜
=
⌈
ϑR
T˜
⌉
(96)
≤
⌈
T˜ 2Q
T˜
⌉
= T˜Q
where (a) holds because L/T˜ ∈ N (recall that L =
lcm(T˜ , N)).
D. Proof of Property (iii)
To prove Properties (iii)–(v), we calculate the difference
ϑR−1−ϑR. Because we assumed that R ≤ dT˜ (N − 1)/(N −
T˜Q)e, we have R− 1 < T˜ (N − 1)/(N − T˜Q). This is easily
verified to be equivalent to (R− 1)T˜Q− (R− 1− T˜ )N > T˜ .
Hence, using (58),
ϑR−1 = max{T˜ , (R− 1)T˜Q− (R− 1− T˜ )N}
= (R− 1)T˜Q− (R− 1− T˜ )N . (103)
Thus, we have
ϑR−1 − ϑR
= (R− 1)T˜Q− (R− 1− T˜ )N
−max{T˜ , RT˜Q− (R− T˜ )N}
= RT˜Q− (R− T˜ )N +N − T˜Q
−max{T˜ , RT˜Q− (R− T˜ )N}
= N − T˜Q−max{T˜ − (RT˜Q− (R− T˜ )N), 0}
= N − T˜Q− ` (104)
where ` was defined in (36). Furthermore, by (37), ` < N −
T˜Q and thus (104) implies
ϑR−1 − ϑR > 0 . (105)
We are now ready to prove Property (iii). From the definitions
Pt , β2
(
β−11 (t) ∩ [1 : ϑR]
)
in (60) and P˜t , β2
(
β−11 (t) ∩
[1 :ϑR−1]
)
in (61), it follows that Lt = P˜t \ Pt (recall (62))
can be written as
Lt = β2
(
β−11 (t) ∩ [1 :ϑR−1]
) \ β2(β−11 (t) ∩ [1 :ϑR])
(a)
= β2
(
(β−11 (t) ∩ [1 :ϑR−1]) \ (β−11 (t) ∩ [1 :ϑR])
)
= β2
(
β−11 (t) ∩ [ϑR + 1:ϑR−1]
)
(106)
where (a) holds because β2
∣∣
β−11 (t)
is one-to-one (see Sec-
tion D.B). Since β2(j) = jmod∗N , the function β2 is one-
to-one on every set consisting of up to N consecutive integers.
In particular, (105) and (104) imply that
∣∣[ϑR + 1 :ϑR−1]∣∣ =
ϑR−1 − ϑR = N − T˜Q− ` and hence β2
∣∣
[ϑR+1:ϑR−1]
is one-
to-one. Because by Lemma 16 the sets β−11 (t), t ∈ [1 : T˜ ] are
pairwise disjoint, we conclude that the sets β−11 (t)∩ [ϑR + 1:
ϑR−1], t ∈ [1 : T˜ ] are pairwise disjoint too. Hence, by (106)
and because β2
∣∣
[ϑR+1:ϑR−1]
is one-to-one, the sets Lt are
pairwise disjoint.
E. Proof of Property (iv)
By (106), we have
Lt = β2
(
β−11 (t) ∩ [ϑR + 1:ϑR−1]
) ⊆ β2([1 :ϑR−1]) . (107)
Hence, it remains to prove that
β2([1 :ϑR−1]) ⊆ [1 :N − `] . (108)
Recall that we assumed R ≤ dT˜ (N − 1)/(N − T˜Q)e. If R <
dT˜ (N − 1)/(N − T˜Q)e, then R < T˜ (N − 1)/(N − T˜Q)
(because R ∈ N), which implies RN−(RT˜Q+T˜N−T˜ ) < 0;
hence, it follows from the definition of ` in (36) that ` = 0.
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In this case, it follows from the definition of β2 in (59), i.e.,
β2(j) = jmod
∗N for j ∈ [1 : T˜N ], that (108) is trivially true.
For the complementary case R = dT˜ (N −1)/(N − T˜Q)e, we
note that RN − (RT˜Q+ T˜N − T˜ ) ≥ 0 and hence, using the
definition of ` in (36),
N − ` = N − (RN −RT˜Q− T˜N + T˜ )
= RT˜Q− (R− 1− T˜ )N − T˜
≥ (R− 1)T˜Q− (R− 1− T˜ )N
(103)
= ϑR−1 .
Thus, [1 : ϑR−1] ⊆ [1 : N − `] and, further, β2([1 :
ϑR−1]) ⊆ β2([1 : N − `]) = [1 : N − `], i.e., (108) is
again true. Combining (107) and (108) concludes the proof
that Lt ⊆ [1 :N − `].
F. Proof of Property (v)
We have
L˜ (63)=
⋃
t∈[1:T˜ ]
Lt
(106)
=
⋃
t∈[1:T˜ ]
β2
(
β−11 (t) ∩ [ϑR + 1:ϑR−1]
)
(a)
= β2
( ⋃
t∈[1:T˜ ]
(
β−11 (t) ∩ [ϑR + 1:ϑR−1]
))
= β2
(( ⋃
t∈[1:T˜ ]
β−11 (t)
)
∩ [ϑR + 1:ϑR−1]
)
(92)
= β2([ϑR + 1:ϑR−1]) (109)
where (a) holds because β2 is one-to-one on every set consist-
ing of up to N consecutive integers. Thus,
∣∣L˜∣∣ = ∣∣β2([ϑR+1:
ϑR−1])
∣∣ = ϑR−1 − ϑR (104)= N − T˜Q − `. Furthermore,
Property (iv) implies that the set L˜ is a subset of [1 :N − `],
and hence we obtain for the size of G = [1:N − `] \ L˜
|G| = ∣∣[1 :N − `] \ L˜∣∣
= N − `− (N − T˜Q− `)
= T˜Q .
Thus, we can partition G as G = ⋃t∈[1:T˜ ] Gt, with disjoint Gt
of size Q each. We have thus shown the existence of sets Gt
satisfying (v-a), (v-b), and (v-d).
It remains to show (v-c), i.e., that we can choose {Gt}t∈[1:T˜ ]
such that each Gt has a nonempty intersection with Pt.
Because β2 is one-to-one on sets of up to N consecutive
integers and
ϑR−1 − (ϑR − T˜ ) (104)= N − T˜Q− `+ T˜
= N − `− T˜ (Q− 1)
≤ N − `
we obtain that β2
∣∣
[ϑR−T˜+1:ϑR−1] is one-to-one. Thus,
β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR]) ∩ β2([ϑR + 1:ϑR−1])
= β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR] ∩ [ϑR + 1:ϑR−1])
= β2(∅)
= ∅ . (110)
Inserting (109) into (110), we obtain
β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR]) ∩ L˜ = ∅ . (111)
By the fact that [ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR] ⊆ [1 :ϑR−1] and (108), we
have that β2([ϑR− T˜ + 1:ϑR]) ⊆ β2([1 :ϑR−1]) ⊆ [1 :N − `].
Hence, (111) implies that
β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR]) ⊆ [1 :N − `] \ L˜ = G .
Thus, we identified T˜ elements β2(ϑR − T˜ + 1), β2(ϑR −
T˜ + 2), . . . , β2(ϑR) in the set G, which will now be used
to construct the sets Gt. We will show that we can assign a
different index t ∈ [1 : T˜ ] to each of these T˜ elements such
that the element with index t belongs to Pt, i.e.,
β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR]) = {g1, . . . , gT˜ },
with gt ∈ Pt, t ∈ [1 : T˜ ] . (112)
The desired sets Gt are then obtained by assigning gt to Gt,
for t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]. Thus, recalling that |Gt| = Q, Gt consists of
gt ∈ Pt and Q − 1 additional elements taken from the set
G \ β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR]).
In order to prove (112), we distinguish two cases.
Case nL /∈ [ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR − 1] for All n ∈ N
In this case, there exists m ∈ N such that mL ≤ ϑR − T˜
and (m+ 1)L ≥ ϑR. Thus, for all j ∈ [ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR], we
have ⌊
j − 1
L
⌋
≥
⌊
ϑR − T˜
L
⌋
≥
⌊
mL
L
⌋
= m (113)
and ⌊
j − 1
L
⌋
<
⌊
ϑR
L
⌋
≤
⌊
(m+ 1)L
L
⌋
= m+ 1 . (114)
Combining (113) and (114), we obtain that the offset in (59)
satisfies b(j− 1)/Lc = m for all j ∈ [ϑR− T˜ + 1:ϑR]. Thus,
we have β1
∣∣
[ϑR−T˜+1:ϑR](j) = (j+m) mod
∗ T˜ , which implies
that β1([ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR]) = [1 : T˜ ]. Hence, we can write
[ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR] = {˜1, . . . , ˜T˜ },
where ˜t ∈ β−11 (t) for t ∈ [1 : T˜ ] .
We then obtain
β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR]) = {β2(˜1), . . . , β2(˜T˜ )}
and assign the indices t ∈ [1 : T˜ ] according to gt = β2(˜t).
By construction, we have both gt = β2(˜t) ∈ β2(β−11 (t)) and
gt = β2(˜t) ∈ β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1 : ϑR]) ⊆ β2([1 : ϑR]), so that
we also have
gt ∈ β2(β−11 (t) ∩ [1 :ϑR]) = Pt
(recall (60)). Thus, our choice of the gt satisfies (112).
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Case nL ∈ [ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR − 1] for Some n ∈ N
We first note that
β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR])
= β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:nL]) ∪ β2([nL+ 1: ϑR])
(a)
= β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:nL]) ∪ β2([nL− L+ 1: ϑR − L])
= β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:nL]) ∪ β2([(n− 1)L+ 1: ϑR − L])
(115)
where (a) holds because (recall that L = lcm(T˜ , N) is a
multiple of N )
β2(j) = jmod
∗N = (j − L) mod∗N = β2(j − L)
for j > L. We will next calculate the offset b(j−1)/Lc in (59)
for j belonging to either of the intervals in the arguments
in (115), i.e., j ∈ [ϑR−T˜+1:nL] or j ∈ [(n−1)L+1: ϑR−L].
Note that
nL ∈ [ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR − 1] (116)
and
L ≥ T˜ . (117)
Thus, we have
(n− 1)L = nL− L (116)< ϑR − L
(117)
≤ ϑR − T˜ (118)
and
ϑR
(116)
< nL+ T˜
(117)
≤ (n+ 1)L . (119)
For j ∈ [ϑR− T˜ + 1:nL], we obtain that j−1 ≥ ϑR− T˜
(118)
>
(n− 1)L and j− 1 ≤ nL− 1. Hence, n− 1 < (j− 1)/L < n
and further⌊
j − 1
L
⌋
= n− 1, for j ∈ [ϑR − T˜ + 1:nL] . (120)
Similarly, for j ∈ [(n− 1)L+ 1: ϑR −L], we obtain j − 1 ≤
ϑR−L−1
(119)
< (n+1)L−L−1 = nL−1 and j−1 ≥ (n−1)L.
Thus, n− 1 ≤ (j − 1)/L < n and further⌊
j − 1
L
⌋
= n− 1, for j ∈ [(n− 1)L+ 1: ϑR −L] . (121)
Combining (120) and (121), we conclude that the offset in (59)
satisfies⌊
j − 1
L
⌋
= n− 1 , for j ∈ [ϑR − T˜ + 1:nL]
∪ [(n− 1)L+ 1: ϑR − L] . (122)
Let us next consider β1 on the sets [ϑR − T˜ + 1 : nL] and
[(n− 1)L+ 1: ϑR − L]. We obtain
β1([ϑR − T˜ + 1:nL])
=
{
k = β1(j) =
(
j + b(j − 1)/Lc)mod∗ T˜ :
j ∈ [ϑR − T˜ + 1:nL]
}
(122)
=
{
k = β1(j) = (j + n− 1) mod∗ T˜ :
j ∈ [ϑR − T˜ + 1:nL]
}
=
{
k = jmod∗ T˜ : j ∈ [ϑR− T˜ + n :nL+ n− 1]
}
(a)
=
{
k ∈ [1 : T˜ ] : ∃m ∈ N such that
k +mT˜ ∈ [ϑR − T˜ + n :nL+ n− 1]
}
(123)
where (a) holds because k = jmod∗ T˜ is equivalent to j =
k +mT˜ for some m ∈ N. Similarly,
β1([(n− 1)L+ 1: ϑR − L])
=
{
k = β1(j) =
(
j + b(j − 1)/Lc)mod∗ T˜ :
j ∈ [(n− 1)L+ 1: ϑR − L]
}
(122)
=
{
k = β1(j) = (j + n− 1) mod∗ T˜ :
j ∈ [(n− 1)L+ 1: ϑR − L]
}
=
{
k = jmod∗ T˜ :
j ∈ [(n− 1)L+ n : ϑR − L+ n− 1]
}
=
{
k ∈ [1 : T˜ ] : ∃m ∈ N such that
k +mT˜ ∈ [(n− 1)L+ n : ϑR − L+ n− 1]
}
(a)
=
{
k ∈ [1 : T˜ ] : ∃m ∈ N such that
k +mT˜ ∈ [nL+ n : ϑR + n− 1]
}
(124)
where (a) holds because a shift of the interval by L (which is
a multiple of T˜ ) can be compensated by choosing a different
m ∈ N. Combining (123) and (124), we obtain
β1
(
[ϑR − T˜ + 1:nL] ∪ [(n− 1)L+ 1: ϑR − L]
)
=
{
k ∈ [1 : T˜ ] : ∃m ∈ N such that
k +mT˜ ∈ [ϑR − T˜ + n :nL+ n− 1]
∪ [nL+ n : ϑR + n− 1]
}
=
{
k ∈ [1 : T˜ ] : ∃m ∈ N such that
k +mT˜ ∈ [ϑR − T˜ + n : ϑR + n− 1]
}
(a)
= [1: T˜ ] (125)
where (a) holds because [ϑR − T˜ + n : ϑR + n − 1] is an
interval of length T˜ and thus for every k ∈ [1 : T˜ ] we can find
an m ∈ N such that k + mT˜ ∈ [ϑR − T˜ + n : ϑR + n − 1].
Similarly to the previous case, (125) allows us to write
[ϑR − T˜ + 1:nL] ∪ [(n− 1)L+ 1: ϑR − L] = {˜1, . . . , ˜T˜ }
where ˜t ∈ β−11 (t) for t ∈ [1 : T˜ ]. By (115), we then obtain
β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:ϑR])
= β2([ϑR − T˜ + 1:nL] ∪ [(n− 1)L+ 1: ϑR − L])
= {β2(˜1), . . . , β2(˜T˜ )} .
By the same arguments as in the previous case, we find that
assigning gt = β2(˜t) satisfies (112).
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